
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT LUTHErc .u . . Clerk 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA BY: -'yFx "y'j*puty Clerk 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

'1 04 CV 187 p 
Civil Action No. : 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED CA.p 
Defendants . 

C 
Consent To U5 Mag , 
Pretrial IostrgcNons 1 
We VII Z --T_ 

!J ; 

ORIGINAL 

PICIS, INC. and 
PICIS, S.A ., 

Plaintiffs, 

v . 

SURGICAL INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, LLC and 
CAPSULE TECHNOLOGIE, 

CLERK'S fW-$ U 0 FFICE 
'N~~ - ' "I 

U N 2 8 2004 

COMPLAINT 

NOW COMES PICIS, INC . and PICIS, S.A., plaintiffs in the above- 

captioned matter, and make and file this Complaint and request for injunctive relief 

and monetary damages against Defendants SURGICAL INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS, LLC and CAPSULE TECHNOLOGIE, and in support thereof 

respectfully show as follows : 

NATURE AND BASIS OF ACTION 

1 . This is an action for patent infringement arising under the patent laws 

of the United States, including 35 U.S .C. §§ 271, 281, 283, 284 and 285 . 
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THE PARTIES 

2. Picis, Inc. ("Picis") is a Delaware corporation having a principal place 

of business at 100 Quannapowitt Parkway, Wakefield, MA, 01880 . 

3 . Picis, S.A . is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of France 

having a principal place of business at 38 rue de Berri, Paris, France, 75008 . 

4. Surgical Information Systems, LLC ("SIS") is a Georgia limited 

liability company having a principal place of business at 3650 Mansell Road, Suite 

300, Alpharetta, GA 30022 . 

5 . Capsule Technologic ("Capsule") is a French corporation having a 

principal place of business at 79, rue du Faubourg Poissonniere, Paris, France 

75009, 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

6 . This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action under 

28 U.S .C . § 1338(a) because this action arises under the patent laws of the United 

States, Title 35, United States Code. 

7 . This Court has personal jurisdiction over SIS because SIS has its 

principal place of business in the Atlanta Division of this District, and because SIS 

is engaged in activities in the Atlanta Division of this District . 
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8 . This Court has personal jurisdiction over Capsule because Capsule is 

engaged in activities in concert with SIS, in the Atlanta Division of this District . 

9 . Venue properly lies in this District under 28 U.S .C. §§ 1391(b)-(c) 

and 1400(b) because SIS and Capsule are subject to personal jurisdiction in this 

District, and because SIS and Capsule are engaging in infringing activities and 

other activities related to this action in the Atlanta Division of this District . 

BACKGROUND 

10 . Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 

9 above. 

11 . Picis provides integrated operating room, anesthesia and critical care 

software solutions that automate clinical documentation and business practices 

throughout the operating room, recovery room and intensive care units of hospitals 

("Picis's Medical Software") . 

12 . One aspect of Picis's Medical Software is a software-based sub- 

application ("Picis's Software Engine") that captures data from different medical 

devices, including bedside medical devices (such as physiological monitors, 

ventilators and others), at a patient's bedside automatically for further automated 

patient charting, and automated storage in a database for the purpose of assisting 

nurses and physicians in their review and analysis of the patient's condition. 
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13 . Picis's Software Engine operates in conjunction with a library of 

medical device drivers. A given medical device driver enables Picis's Software 

Engine to communicate with a corresponding medical device and capture data 

from that medical device . 

14. The commercial implementation of Picis's Medical Software began in 

the early 1980s. 

15 . Features of Picis's Software Engine, including features of the medical 

device drivers, are described and claimed in U.S . Patent No . 5,161,222, entitled 

"Software Engine Having an Adaptive Driver for Interpreting Variables Produced 

at a Plurality of Sensors" ("the `222 patent"), which issued on November 3, 1993 

and which issued from an application filed on August 20, 1990. A copy of the 

`222 patent is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

16 . Picis, S.A is the owner by assignment of the `222 patent . 

17 . Picis is the exclusive licensee of the `222 patent and has the express 

right to enforce the `222 patent. 

18 . Human Microprocessing, Inc ., a predecessor of Picis, S.A., introduced 

the first conunercial, personal computer-based application for automating the 

anesthesia, recovery and critical care environments . 
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19 . In May 1995, Steven Forrester ("Forrester") became an employee of 

Picis, S.A. Forrester was tasked to further develop software, including medical 

device drivers that, among other uses, enable Picis' Software Engine to connect to 

medical devices. 

20 . In April 1997, Forrester left the employ of Picis, S.A . to form a new 

company to provide software installation and integration services in Europe. 

21 . In 1997, Forrester founded, along with others, a French corporation 

called Capsule Technologie ("Capsule") . 

22. Picis, S.A . thereafter contracted with Capsule to continue developing 

software and medical device drivers that, among other things, were operable with 

Picis's Software Engine. 

23 . The contractual relationship between Picis, S.A . and Capsule ceased 

in June 1999. 

24. Picis continues to market and sell Picis's Medical Software to 

hospitals in the United States and worldwide. 

25 . Capsule has a world wide web web site at www.capsuletech.com 

("Capsule's web site"), selected pages of which are attached at Exhibit B. 

26. Capsule markets a software application called "DataCaptorT"" ." 
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27 . According to Capsule's web site, DataCaptorT"' is a data acquisition 

and distribution software package enabling collection of data from a plurality of 

different types of medical devices for, among other things, use in a clinical 

application. 

28 . According to Capsule's web site, DataCaptorT"' collects all variable 

data from bedside medical devices through any type of communication hardware 

or through a direct connection to a bedside computer, DataCaptorT"' retrieves and 

delivers real-time data from more than 250 different medical devices, and 

DataCaptorT"' facilitates software creation by merging data flows and creating a 

common protocol for many different data sources, thus optimizing software 

development and application management. 

29. SIS has a world wide web web site at www.orsoftware.com ("SIS's 

web site"), selected pages of which are attached at Exhibit C. 

30. According to SIS's web site, SIS offers hospital surgery software that 

captures clinical, medical and financial data on every patient event from surgery 

scheduling through transcription of the surgical report . 

31 . According to a press release dated February 22, 2004 and posted on 

SIS's web site, SIS has agreed to integrate Capsule's DataCaptorTM in SIS's 
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perioperative information system to collect and manage bedside medical device 

data. 

COUNT I 
PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

32 . Picis realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 31 

above . 

33 . Picis is the exclusive licensee of the ̀ 222 patent by virtue of a license 

granted to Picis by Picis, S.A . 

34. On information and belief, SIS has infringed and/or is continuing to 

infringe at least claim 1 of the ̀ 222 patent by using, offering to sell, and/or selling 

DataCaptor'~"' 

35 . On information and belief, Capsule has infringed and/or is continuing 

to infringe at least claim 1 of the ̀ 222 patent by using, offering to sell, and/or 

selling DataCaptorTM 

36. SIS is causing and will continue to cause Picis substantial damages 

and injury . 

37. Capsule is causing and will continue to cause Picis substantial 

damages and injury . 
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38 . Picis will suffer further damage and injury unless and until SIS is 

enjoined by this Court from continuing such infringement . The damage caused by 

SIS is irreparable and cannot be adequately compensated for in money damages . 

39. Picis will suffer further damage and injury unless and until Capsule is 

enjoined by this Court from continuing such infringement . The damage caused by 

SIS is irreparable and cannot be adequately compensated for in money damages. 

COUNT 11 
INDUCING PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

40. Picis realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 39 

above . 

41 . On information and belief, SIS is actively inducing and will continue 

to induce others to infringe the `222 patent by distributing equipment, software, 

instructions, and information enabling, inducing and encouraging infringement of 

the ̀ 222 patent . 

42. SIS has caused and will continue to cause Picis substantial damage 

and injury by virtue of its continuing active inducement of infringement of the ̀ 222 

patent. Picis will suffer further damage and injury unless and until SIS is enjoined 

by this Court from continuing such active inducement of infringement . The 

damage caused by SIS is irreparable and cannot be adequately compensated for in 

money damages . 
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43 . On information and belief, Capsule is actively inducing and will 

continue to induce other to infringe the `222 patent by distributing equipment, 

software, instructions, and information enabling, inducing and encouraging 

infringement of the `222 patent . 

44. Capsule has caused and will continue to cause Picis substantial 

damage and injury by virtue of its continuing active inducement of infringement of 

the ̀ 222 patent . Picis will suffer further damage and injury unless and until 

Capsule is enjoined by this Court from continuing such active inducement of 

infringement . The damage caused by Capsule is irreparable and cannot be 

adequately compensated for in money damages. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Picis respectfully requests that Judgment be entered that SIS 

and Capsule have infringed valid claims of the ̀ 222 patent, and that Picis be 

granted the following relief: 

(i) Entry of a preliminary injunction pending resolution of this action and 

a permanent injunction thereafter restraining SIS and Capsule, their officers, 

agents, servants, attorneys and all persons acting in concert with SIS and Capsule 

from further acts of infringement or inducement of infringement of the `222 patent ; 
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(ii) An award of damages sufficient to compensate Picis for SIS's and 

Capsule's infringement and inducement of infringement of the `222 patent. 

(iii) An award of prejudgment interest pursuant to 35 U.S .C . § 284, from 

the date of each act of infringement or inducement of infringement of the ̀ 222 

patent by SIS and Capsule until the day a damages judgment is entered herein, and 

a further award of post judgment interest, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1961, continuing 

thereafter until such judgment is paid; 

(iv) An award of reasonable attorneys' fees, pursuant to 35 U.S .C. § 285, 

and Plaintiffs' costs of suit, pursuant to 35 U.S .C . § 284 ; and 

(v) Such other and further relief as this Court shall deem appropriate. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury . 
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Respectfully submitted this 28'h day of June, 2004. 

KING & SPALDING LLP 

By : 
Ids J . Ha ins I~ 
Georgia Bar No. 338681 

Christine Cox 
Georgia Bar No. 192229 

191 Peachtree Street, Suite 4900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303-1763 
Ph: (404) 572-4600 
Fax : (404) 572-5145 

Of counsel : 

Michael D . Bednarek 
Daniel P. Westman 
Lawrence D. Eisen 
SHAW PITTMAN LLP 
1650 Tysons Boulevard 
McLean, Virginia 22102-4859 
Ph : (703) 770-7900 
Fax : (703) 770-7901 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Picis, Inc. and Picis, S.A . 
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1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relstes to a method for inter-

prcting variables produced by a plurality of sensors and 10 
more particularly to such a method adapted for use in 
communicating with sensors which are made integral 
with medical monitoring equipment, and which com-
municate by mama of serial or analog protocols. and 
wherein the method provides a rapid mans by which a 1s 
usa . such u a clinician, may interface with diverse 
monitors and thereafter receive the information pro-
dated by we monitors in a predetermined format and et 
a predetermined destination. 
3. Description of the Prior Art 

20 The medical profession has long soughs an effective 
method for receiving and thereafter evaluating clinical 
information which may be produced by various types of 
medical monitoring equipment or other diagnostic 
equipment and which could, for example 6e located in =5 
remove locations such as in a laboratory which is lo-
died in another or" of a hospital . Further, the medical 
profession has long sought an effective method 
whereby this clinical information may be both freely 
exchanged to those individuals having a need to know 
Mme, such u hospital administrators, records slants, 
and laboratory technicians, as well u have the ieforma-
tion available for storage or transmission to any number 
of predetermined locations such u printers, video morn-
ton. modems or local area networks, as conditions war' 35 
rent . As should be understood the various medical mars-
itoring equipment and other diagnostic device used in 
laboratories and other clinical sitting such u surgical 
suites, emergency rooms, etc. while having some similar 
component, hove typically communicated with auto- 40 
mated control assemblies . such as personal computers, 
by mans of caries or analog protocols which have var-
ied somewhat from one to the other. Therefore, soft-
were programs have been developed which have pro-
vided a mans by which such information may be con- 45 
versed into a common format such as an interpretable 
ASCII data end thereafter exported or imported into 
another program for use therein . However, it should be 
readily recognized that the importation and exportation 
of interpretable ASCII dam and the reformatting of so 
came for use with a new software program is quite oflrn 
time consuming and further may cause other problems 
which line detracted from the usefulness of this came 
technique. 
The inconveniences and hardships occasioned to a ]7 

patient by the delays which occur u a consequence of a 
clinician reviewing clinical dam which may be pro-
dated by a plurality of medical aerators or other diag-
nostic equipment which may be positioned in remote 
location is readily apparent . Frequently, the informs- 60 
lion v received in piecemeal fashion and in various 
formats which require some time for evaluation . Fur-
ther compering and contrasting of the information is 
often necessary co determine the proper therapy for the 
malady under consideration. In addition to the forego- 65 
ing the information bas not, heretofore, hears available 
to a clinician at a centralized location whereby the 
clinician cars easily review came quickly and efficiently. 

Therefore, it is an objets of [he present invention to 
provide an improved method for interpreting varislilm 
produced by a plurality of sensors, such u medial 
monitoring equipment and other diagnostic devices and 
the like . 
Another object of the pmcnt invention is to provide 

a method (or interpreting variables produced by a plu-
rality of sensors, and particularly to a method which his 
utility when used in combination with a plurality of 
medical sensing devices. and which is adapted in re-
spouse to an external process request to receive infor-
mation from the medical sensors. and transmit name to r 
predetermined destination. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

such a method which is operable to obtain the individ-
ual benefits to be derived from related prior an methods 
and devices while avoiding the detriments individually 
associated therewith. 
Another object of the present invention is a provide 

such a method which u particularly well suited when 
used, in combination wish medical monitoring equip -
merit, to provide a clinician with extorted information 
captive to a patient's condition at a centralized location 
and which further may be easily reprogrammed is a 
fashion to permit the information to be transmitted W a 
plurality of predetermined destinations such u video 
monitors, printers, modems, local area networks, and 
the like . 
Another object of we present invention is to provide 

such a method which is operable to deliver information 
regarding a patient's condition rapidly, dependably end 
efficiently while reducing to an absolute minimum the 
possibility ofmalfunction. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

such a method which is of relatively moderate cost to 
purchase and maintain and which further is relatively 
inexpensive to operate. 
Another objets of the present invention is to provide 

such a method which is operating system independent, 

SOFTWARE ENGINE HAVING AN ADAPTABLE 
DRIVER FOR INTERPRETING VARIABLES 
PRODUCED BY A PLURALITY OF SENSORS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

While the prior en has suggested various control 
assemblies including software programs which have 
provided a means by which particular clinical informs. 
lion such as medical history film, may be entered and 
thereafter used at diverse locations by clinicians and 
others for diagnostic and other purposes, such software 
programs hive typically been cumbersome, complex 
and have not included a convenient morns by which 
sensor information produced by a device which is for-
tign to the software program structure can be rapidly 
interfaced with the software program with a minimal 
amount of reprogramming of same . 
Therefore it has long been known that it would be 

desirable to hive a method and apparatus for interpret-
ing variables produced by a plurality of seown which 
communicate by means of serial or analog protocols and 
which cars be employed in a wide variety of different 
institutional environmrnts, and without the aced (or 
substantial alteration or rewriting of software programs 
which interface with came, and which can be aunufisic-
tured and purchased at a relatively moderate ccisL and 
which is both highly efficient in operation, and which 
further reduces to an absolute minimum the assorted 
problems associated with the monitoring and interpreu" 
tiara of clinical information which may be produced by 

plurality of monitors and other diagnostic deviccx 
which may be positioned in remote locations. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
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FIG. 12 sets forth in grater detail the mailbox object 
process and more particularly the operation which is 
undertaken following a determination that a driver is 
not loaded and which is shown in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 13 sets forth in greater detail the mailbox object 

process end more particularly the operation which is 
undertaken on" it is determined that a device driver is 
being employed end which is shown in FIG. S. 
F7G. 11 shows is further detail the mailbox object 

process end mom particularly the operation following a 
determination that the driver is operable to import date 
end which is shown in FIG. 13. 
FIG. 15 shows in greater detail the mailbox object 

process sod more particularly the operation of genc`at-
ing on error message and which is shown in FIG. 4. 
FIG. 16 showy in gutter detail the mailbox object 

protest and more particularly the operation of notifying 
an external prooea of the auras of ode system by way of 
a mailbox end which is shown in FIG. 14. 
FIG. 17 sets torah in further detail the mailbox object 

promo end more particularly the operation for creating 
a polling timer associated with the driver of the presesil 
invention and which is shown in FIG. 14. 
FIG. 18 ups forth in further detail the object timer 

process of the present invention end more particularly 
the operation of the object timer process end which is 
shown in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 19 sets forth in further devil the object timer 

process of the present invention end more particularly 
the operation of determining whether the driver type is 
a device driver and which is shown in FIG. Ill. 
FIG. 10 acts forth in further devil the object timer -

process of the present invention and more particularly 
the operation following a determination that a non-
device driver is not being utilized for importing data 
and which is shown in FIG. !9 . 
FIG. 31 sets forth in further detail the object time 

process of the present invention and more particularly 
the operation following a determination that a message 
does not relate to a polling timer and which is shown in 
FIG. 1B . 
FIG. 22 sets forth in further devil the object timer 

process o! the present invention end more particularly 
the operation following s determination that a driver is 
not a pollable one n shown in FIG. 1B. 
FIG. 23 tee forth in further devil of she keyboard 

object process shown in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 2" gets torah in further detail the keyboard ob-

ject process. end more particularly the operation fol-
lowing im affirmative auras eAecL request end which b 
shown in FIG. n. 
FIG. 23 Deb forth is further devil the tey6wrd ob-

ject process, end more particularly the operation fol-
lowing a determination slut a device is not an input 
device w shown in FIG. 24. 
FIG. 26 gets torah in further detail the keyboard ob-

ject prooas, and more pvtiwluly the aperition fol-
lowing a determination that keyboard interaction with 
the main module is requested end which is shown in 
FIG. 23 . 
FIG . 27 secs torah in funkier devil the keyboard ob-

ject process, and more particularly the operation fol-
lowing a determination that a message is a driver re 
quect end which is shown in FIG. 26 . 
FIG. m tats torah in funkier devil the keyboard ob 

jen process, end more particularly the operation fol-
lowing a determination that a message for a special 

FIG. 1 seta forth in detail the operation of loading the 
main module of the present invention into a personal 
computer including opening the object queue. 
FIG. 1 ms torah in devil the operation of the object 45 

queue loop of The present invention. 
FIG. 3 illustrates in detail the mailbox object process 

shown in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 sets forth in greater detail the mailbox object 

process shown in FIG. 3. 50 
FIG . d ten forth in grater detail the operation of the 

mailbox object process shown in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 6 illuctntc in greater devil the mailbox object 

process. shown in FIG. 7. 
FIG. 7 gets forth in graver devil the mailbox object ss 

process shown it FIG. 3. 
FIG. ! gets torah in greater detail the mailbox object 

process shown in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 9 rats forth the subroutine (or poring we param-

eters for redirecting all dam of the external process end e0 
which is shown in FIG. 8. 
FIG. 10 sets torah in grater devil the mailbox object 

proms end more particularly the operation (or stop-
ping all communications and which is shown in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 11 sets torah in greaser detail the mailbox object 67 

process end more particularly the aeration for stop-
ping all communications with one driver end which is 
shown in FIG. J. 

3 
and which is operable to interface with conventional 
software programs for purposes of further increasing 
the speed and efficiency with which the given informa- 
lion produced by a plurality of medical aemors can be 
produced during a predetermined time period . 3 
Another object of the Present invention is to provide 

such a method which is characterized by castle of em- 
ployment, relative simplicity in its architecture, and 
which can be sold at a moderate price. 
Another abject of the present invention is w provide 10 

such a method which allows an operator to oommuni- 
cate with . end receive information from, a medial srn- 
sor foreign 1o the present invention, the present method 
including a mans by which the operator may rapidly 
program the invention to receive the information pro- IS 
dated by the foreign sensor. 

Still mother object of the present invention is to 
provide a method which may be manufactured as s 
software program or alternately manufactured an 
integral subassembly of a piece of hardware such m in 20 
the mare of a computer chip which may be employed 
in a personal computer or which further may be manu- 
factured in the manner of a retrofit. 

Further objects end advantages of the present inven- 
tion are to provide improved elements and arrainge- 25 
menu thereof in a method for the purposes described 
which are dependable, economical . Bumble end fully 
effective in accomplishing 4% intended purposes . 
These end other objects end advantages are achieved 

in a mnhod for interpreting variables produced by a JO 
sensor which communicates by mans of urial or ana- 
log protocols including interpreting an external process 
request for data information from the scnsor, overlaying 
a predetermined adaptable driver which, when adjusted 
in a predetermined fashion, corresponds to the charec JS 
teristics of the sensor, polling or listening to the scruor 
thereby receiving the data information requested, and 
transmitting the information to a predetermined destins- 
tion . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS . 
40 
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predetermined user defined forma, to my printer, soft-
ware mailbox, serial port, herd disk, local mes, network 
or video monitor. This is graphically illustrated in FIG. 
34 . In short, the present method is operable to pct as a 
bridge or as a link between a clinician and a multiplicity 
of devices or sensors end further is adapted to interface 
with medical device that ire even presently non~exisl-
ent today. This is achieved by mains of = adaptable 
code overly or skeleton which will be disc, in 
greater devil hereinafter. 
To achieve we beneficial results discussed above. We 

present method, which iacludea a soflwue eoginc, has 
rvenl futures which will be discussed, in amoral, in 
the paragraphs which follow . Mom particularly the 
software engine of [he present invention him several 
features which are noteworthy, for example, 
The software engine of the present invention is : 
1 . Object oriented with raped to four critical ele-

mrna, these include time, mailboxes, keyboard and 
object queue. 
Z. The wltwue engine interprets requests from an 

external calling process. 
J. The software engine in response to the external 

calling process ovvlays sn appropriate driver in re-
spouse to the external calling process request. 
4. The software engine octaves, as appropriate. the 

hardware communication interrupts if necessary. 
3. The software engine polls (or lixtern to] the device . 

local arm network, modem or other diagnostic equip 
mrnt, u appropriate. 
6. The software engine is operable, upon receiving 

the information from the device, local uea network. 
modem or other diagnostic equipment to prepare en 
answer, in a user definable way, by coons of& software 
overlay thereby providing a clinician with information 
in a formal which assists him/her in an appropriate 
diagnosis of the patient's melody . 
7. The software engine is adapted to output, upon the 

request of the user, to a requested mailbox, serial port, 
printer, lout or" network, or video monitor as appro-
prute. 

In the paragraphs which follow the general ehvae-
terialics of the software engine will be discussed. Far. 
ther, an explanation will be provided regarding how 
messages we received by the software engine, and how 
mine ire decoded, reformatted and transmitted to a 
predetermined destination hued on user commands 
supplied by the external proms. 
As best illustrated by reference to FIG. 34 the 

method of the present invention is made up of several 
modules and mote particularly a main module, library 
functions, driver overlays, end forma overlays. The 
main module, which is nude up of various steps which 
arc shown in FIGS . 1 through 33 is written in assicaubly 
language end is operable to deal with communications., 
interyreution of user i requnts from the erternal pea 
ceu, we loading and idling a driver overlays, the 
polling of devices, and the formatting of data and in 
output to a predetermined destination. In addition to the 
foregoing, an operating system module is provided end 
which is operable b permit the court module to operate 
with various operating systems which me commercially 
available and which arc well-known in the art. 
The library functions, end which are contained in a 

user's library, is an independent program, separsate from 
the main module end which is used by the external 
process, and which includes the functions which permit 
she external process to gun access to the main module . 

The present invention provides a method for inter-
pretmg variables produced by a plurality of sensors end 
which communicate by courts of serial or analog prolo- 33 
cots, end more particularly to such a method for receiv-
ing, decoding, end delivering at a predetermined loca-
tion. data information which is produced by a plurality 
of medical sensing devices end other diagnostic equip-
ment and which is used by n clinician in the diagnosis of b 
various maladies which affect a patient. As should be 
understood the hardware components which employ 
the present invention include a personal computer . med-
ical monitoring equipment, end other devices such u 
local area networks, modems, computer primers, video IS 
monitors and hard disk storage devices, which ire pic-
torially illustrated in FIG. 34 and which ire well under-
stood by those skilled in the art . 

In accordance with the primary aped of the above. 
idrntificd method end which is operable to interpret 50 
variable produced by a plurality of xnwrs, it should be 
understood that the present method is an operating 
system independent software engine which is operable 
to (cad the variably from any medical device which 
cammuniutes by means serial or analog protocols. Due S! 
in loge manure to its relatively open architecture, the 
present method is also capable of processing dam rofor-
eution received from any lout arm network and then 
treat this sane information u if it was in fact a device . 
In addition to the foregoing, the present method is oiler- b0 
able to transmit deb in a user defined format to a multi-
plicity of 'different devices which may include compwer 
printers, video monitors end hard disk storage devices 
u conditions warrant- 
The present invention is operable, in summery, to 65 

rod, decade, reformat. end output information from 
any medial sensing device, modem, or local arm net. 
work end then redirect this information. which is in a 

5 
format has been received end which is shown in FIG . 
26- 
FIG. 39 sets forth in further detail the keyboard ob-

ject process, end more particularly the operation fol-
lowing a determination they s message is for a special 5 
output and which is shown in FIG . 26 . 
FIG . 30 sets forth in further devil the keyboard ob-

ject process, and more particularly the operation fol-
lowing a determination that an output is not a mailbox 
or hardware output u shown in FIG. 39 . 70 
FIG. 31 sea forth in further devil the keyboard ob-

ject process, and more particularly the operation fol-
lowing a determination that port assignments have been 
requested and which is shown in FIG. 23 . 
FIG. 32 sets forth in further detail the keyboard ob- 15 

jeer process. end more particularly the operation for 
rolling an appropriate code overlay and which is best 
i1hritrated by reference to FIG. 19 . 
FIGS . 33A and 33B set forth in further devil the 

keyboard object Process. end more particularly the 20 
operation following s determination that a video output 
has not been requested end which is best illustrated by 
reference to FIG. 32 . 
FIG. 34 is a pictorial representation of the various 

modules which make up the present invention. ZS 
FIG. 35 sets forth in further devil subroutine LA of 

the present invention. 
FIG . 36 sets forth in further devil subroutine DD of 

the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
30 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
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More particularly, the library functions provide w /omput objects, timer objects, keyboard objects and an 
means for internally transforming a user demand end object queue. As best ants by reference to Figs . 2 said 34 
sending it to the main module described above. This the communications between the main module and an 
library function is completely dependent on the nyrnh eztcrna{ cellists Process or raping task, such as a user 
mix system environment while in use, A[ linking time, 5 knot shown) arc achieved through mailboxes. As should 
the appropriate library is chosen for the operating sys- be understood, however, the uternat calling poinceis is 
iem in question and one skilled in she an can readily a separate executable program which is operable w 
construct a library of their own choice . interface with she main module through the similboics 
The present method includes driven end driver over- and such external tailing process programs are mm-

Isys or skeletons and winch will be discussed in greater 10 mercfitly ivaiLb)e . Faampla of such programs ne the 
devil hereinafter. However. if should be understood programs entitled "Atlantis", "'Seresor^, and "HeSeru" 
that the term drivers, when used in this context, means and which art commercially available through the 
discrete pieces of software that decade she information }fMP Corporation of Uelawste . However it should be 
coming from any device, local area network, or modem, understood that any number of di1lnmf external pro-
Theses are separate executable programs which are real- 15 teas programs may be developed end which are opera-
dent on the hard disk of the computer. That skilled in bk w gain aces to the main module through the mail-
the sit will readily recognize that drivers can be written boles. This of cosine, permits a user so couomise the 
in high keel languages or in assembly Ianguu8a 2a this present invention to provide vaciws functions sot de-
rag" them ire several dNfcrrnt types of driven . More scribed herein . In the present invention however. asid 
particularly, and u discussed hereinafter in greater 20 when a wee issues m external process request or cal] to 
debit, the drivers employed with the present invention the main module. the answer from the main module is 
may include serial or analog driven which include two returned to the library function leasing the call . Further 
discrete pans. The first discrete part of a particular the main module may respond. nn some occasions. 
device which includes a drier, is the communication through software interrupts thereby preventing the 
setting for the device, they is, she request swings, baud Zs calling task from waiting in loops until an answer is 
rates, parity, numbers of slaps tic . The second discrete ready. With regard to the timer objecu it should be 
dement o! e driver are the instructions neccasnry for the understood [hat any polling of a sensor device, gad 
decoding of the answer of the srnsor being potted . [n which is repetitive . by nature, is ax aced with a first 
the case of an analog driver, the lint discrete pare ells- timer object . Further, and when an uuwm ix expects! . 
cussed above is normally replaced by calibration values . JO a second limes object is automatically activated and 
Further, end in the case of s local arw network driver, which informs the main module wdm it is suppose to 
a LAN down an be of three types. The driver can 6s begin decoding the answer returned from 16e senwr 
of a type which retrieves data from s network server, in device . Also, end with reaped to the keyboard objects, 
ibis case the driver knows she particular pith for the if an operator has : need to know the internal ewe of 
dam. u well as the insiruttions to decode it. Further the 35 the main module, a series of mama and displays we 
UN driver can also rmuLie teaks, and can read data provided which illustrate the =tuai state of time . For. 
from i mainframe computer . Thereafter, the LAN sin then, the keyboard objects transfer information between 
retrieve the flits from s network server u noted above. The end user and the main module . Finally, and as best 
Funkier, a LAN driver sin operate. u described above, understood by reference to FIG. 1 w object queue loop 
buy may be funkier rendered operable fo request data 40 permits the main module to handle with utmost tfft" 
Tram a modem. ciency, the ditiermt objects described above. 

Specific output drivers which may be employed with As discussed above, the main module is an interrupt 
the present invention include two discrete types, than is driven software engine- As should 6e understood this 
(1) a drawer which can Comet an answer which is cons . mans that say aerie! communications are hardware 
ing from a sensor or device in a user defined tarmac ; and IS interrupt driven. Further, and When r war, including & 
(2) s driver which decides where an output is directed, process or task . requests dam from r device or entor 
that is, to a printer, vela! port output . hard disk, mail- through a specific serial port, the associated hardware 
box. etc. interrupt is aetwted.Further, the main module palls, if 
The method o! the present invention is operable to necessary. the device during, or in response to. the first 

start a library of drivers which allows it to communi" 30 timer object, gad rats a delay, or second cent object, 
pee with a wide variety of existing medical devices and for nbLining as answer- Upon receiving this answer it 
other diagnostic equipment. Funkier driver akdetons n directly pored into a buffer 6y code which is eae-
which may be written is C language and/or in auernbly weed by the actuated hardware interrupt. In addition to 
Lngusge arc provided, and which permit Y hospital the foregoing, and when the delay gn u all, she main 
technician or a programmer to write a proper interface 33 module reads the answer and calls the people driver for 
between the main module and any sew medical moral- the decoding of the teeing. 
toeing device which may not 6e resident in the library There tie a multiplicity of differeae kirrdsoC messages 
of driven provided . The present invention provides a that a user, iucludia8 a proem or Calling usk, can tnoe-
convrnienrmural whereby, with a little u ten lines of mil w the main module. these include mexagest which 
code, an inexperienced programmer can add a driver to 60 relate to the hurdling of communication message&, the 
the ,pain module library . In this regard, an, example of a request (or date meseage+, end the request for specific 
diver skeleton including The lines of code necessary to output mesugn . Further, a user, that desires to eommu-
enier mine ire prodded, in she example, which will be Ascetic with the main module halt, open mmmunira-
diacucxd in greater devil hereinafter. clans with the win module by way of a "hudk", that 
As should be understood the main module of the ss is, a communications identification tar alt their future 

pram! invention and which is illustrated in detail in communications . Furthermore. the user must furnish to 
FIGS . ]-33 is an object oriented system . In this regal the main module an address oftAe routine for reception 
the objccu are of several types. These include input- of the dam, At the m6 of r sessions, s message cup aloe 
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all handles and terminate oommuniations with a calling is operable to handle v) external process requests on a 
process or mk . Mesvges may be of visions Types in. first in Rnt out basis. 
cNding a Gni type, which is used to request data from As bat illustrated by refe+rncr to FIG. 3 subroutine 
a specific device on s given serial port, s second type, H 21 v operable to process an external process request 
which Carries the name of i 7oc*i axes network driver to S which has been determined by the object queue loop fo 
6e loaded and which is to be operated by the main be a mailbox object . (a this regard subroutine S which 
module. and f third type, which deals with bunt mes- may be from lime to time referred to as a mailbox object 
uses whieT are to be read [corn a server or distant process, detamiMS whether the menage received is 
device . initiating communication 40 . II'indeed the external mw- 
As earlier discussed the main module is operable to t0 sage is i»itfifing rnmmunicatitms with the mailbox then. 

provide a meant whereby a user can request That a in than event, the message is divested co subroutine 8A, 
tpecilic format be applied to the dais information sup- and which is generally indicated by the numend 41 . If 
plied by the sensor . )n this regard, a special message the meassge from the external process is WC initiating 
provides to the main module the name of the driver shat communication with the mailbox then wbroutinc H 
formats the data in the defined way. Further, a second is determines whether it is a me"age from an external 
message expresses the desire of the user to have the process which is loading R diver. IF it iii, then in that 
"'put unt to r specific pnde~mnined desvniGcm such event the mange is diverted to subroutine 13B and 
o a mailbox, aetW port, a primer, a file on a hard disk which is generally indicted by the numeral 43. If the 
a to a video monitor u conditions warrant. As earlier message from the external process it cot lording F 
discussed the min module includes an object queue 20 driver, subroutine B seal determines whether it is a 
bop which provides a first in/fine out handling of ail message initiating the transmission of data K If this is 
requests far data information. the case then, in that event, the message is diverted to 
As brat illustrated by reference to FIG, 1 the method subroutine $C and which is Indicated by the numeral 
M The present invrntion is loaded into s Personal corn- 43 . It the message doer nor initiate the er*nsmission M 
purer, which is not shown, and an operator initiates the 15 dais, then subroutine H next demrnfines wpNher it is a 
present invention of the stay labeled "inter" and which message torn special format $0, If this is indeed the case 
u generally indicated 6y the numeral 10. Upon esecub then in that event the message is diverted to subroutine 
ma The enter commend, the present invention is open- DD and which is generally indicated by the ausn"id 53~ 
bie to determine whether s proper operating environ- Funkier, and if the message does not request a fpedai 
intent is present ll . Ira properopeming environment is 30 format then, in that evem, subroutine B determines 
absent, (be program will exit 12 and will give so, appro- whether if is s massage for a special output $2. If so, 
prism massage to the operator. However, in the shams- then the message is diverted co subroutine HE and 
give, and i! the proper operating environment is prcscni, which is generally indicated by the numeral $3. In The 
the present method makes a mailbox available for ex. aiienutive, and if the mewgc is aot a measaye Cw a 
change with the external calling process 13 which may 3! special output, then, is than event. subroutine B deter-
include such software program" "Atlantis', "Sen:er" ' mines if it is a message stopping jai communications $4 . 
and "Helena" and which were discussed above. The if w, then the message is directed to subroutine BF 35. 
method next determines whether a cur interface is If not, subroutine S deurmines if it is a message fbr 
required 14 . if a user interface is required skis system is stopping communications with just one driver 60. If ao, 
operable to toed a keyboard object 7S . Upon loading the 40 thrn in that evens, it is directed to subroutine DO and 
keyboard abjrci the present method is operable so open which is grncraliy indicated by the numeral 61 . If ii is 
the object queue loop 17 and which k set forth in nova of these messages then, in that event. subroutine 13 
greater derail in subroutine A. Furtbrr, and if The uxr returns to the object queue loop and which is generally 
interface is not required The present method is operable indicted by the numeral 17 in FIG, 2. 
to mum to the object queue loop which is illustrated in ss Subroutine HA, and which is generally indicated by 
eubroniift A in FtG. 2. the numeral AI is bass illustrated by relarence to FIG. 4. 
The object queue loot' 1? uM which is bat -illustrated As earlier discussed, and in response to an mitanud 

by reference to FIG. 2, is operable to read the object proves request which his bran identified " a maiiDOx 
queue 21 and determine it the object is a mailbox object object type 22 and which has been diverted to wbou-
12. IT it is a mailbox objets ]7, the o6jee14ueue is opera- SO tine B 23 and wherein the message has been deterwhoad 
bar !a direct the request fm data to ~ubrnutine H and by subroutine 8 to be initiating communications 40. 
which is senenllp indicated by the numrnl 23 . How, subroutine HA is operable to first determine if the user-
rver, and if the request for information is pat of the na1 process request is already known 6]. If the eateroal 
mailbox type, the object queue loop determines process is known, than . in that event The snessage, is 
whether the object is a timer object K. If it is a timer Si directed to subroutine E, and which is generally ipdi-
objec4 then in that evens the object queue loop directs sated by she numeral 63 and which is bass illustrated by 
[he request !or information w subroutine C, and which rrfermes to FIG. tff. k shown therein, subroutine S 
is indicated by skis sumacs! 25 . Moreover, and it the gmsnta an error message 162 so the end user . 2t the 
object is nay a timer object 24 . the object queue loop external proceas is not known. skiers, in that sums, sub. 
determines whether she object type is a keyboard object 60 routine HA determi,us it the program is fm enough 10 
30. If it is a keyboard abject, then, in that event, the handle the external process H. If not, submarine HA is 
information is directed m subroutine D and which is operatrte to divert the request for data to subroutine E 
generally indicated by the numeral 31 . At cutler dis- 6] and thereby amerale an error message to the end 
euaed. skis object queer Imp, is adapted :a process The ufn. 1f the process is OW fo handle the external! Pro. 
information received from the external grocers request 63 ceu, rhea, in that event, subroutine BA is operable to 
and then transmit that information to the appropriate span a handle 7! . As earlier discussed a lundle u an 
subroutine 13, 35, or 37 u appropriate. The object identification tag, o! sorts. Subroutine HA gores the 
queue loop is the only Imp in The present invention and identification or handle in memory-. The step d opening 
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Subroutine BD then determines whether loading was 
successful 91 . if not. an error message through au6rou-
tine E 43 is executed . In the alternative and if loading 
was successful . then, in that event. subroutine HD is 
operable to update the main module with the format 
required by the external process 92 and they return to 
subroutine H B=, as artier discussed, 
The mailbox object process 23 is operable . as artier 

discussed. to determine if a mugs received from an 
external process is a message for a special output 33. If 
this answer is w the affirmative, then, in that event. the 
message from the external process is diverted m subrou-
tine SE end which is generally indicated by the numeral 
33 in FIG. e. As shown fhaevi, subroutine BE is opera-
ble to fist determine if the message from the external 
process is a mailbox or hardware output 93 . V the an-
swer is in the affirmative, ohm, in that event, the mes-
"ge u diverted to subroutine BH end which is `mer-
ally indicated by the numeral 04. In the alternative and 
i! the Answer is a negative response. then, m flat event, 
subroutine 8E neat dete7miod if the drive is lorded . If 
the driver is loaded, then the subroutine is operable to 
determine iC loading was successful IOS. If sot, W error 
menage through subroutine E 63 is generated. If load-
ing. was successful, then, in that event, the message is 
transmitted to subroutine H, end which is generally 
indicted by the numeral $2 . ]f the driver is not larded 
then subroutine B is operable to tMraHer determine if 
enough memory is available for processing the request 
100. if wmcimt memory is no[ available. an error mes" 
sage by maim of subroutine £ 63 is provided . If indeed 
sufficient memory is available, subroutine BE Sords the 
driver as a code overly 101 end thereafter determines 
whether lording vas mecnsFo3 102 1f not, subroutine 
E 63 is executed thereby generating an error message. If 
loading was successful . then, in that event, the message 
is transmitted to subroutine H and which is generally 
indicated by the numeral 112. 

Subroutine EH end which is generally indicted by 
the numeral 94 is operable, upon receiving a message 
indicating that a manage is a mailbox or I,unlware out. 
put 93 from subroutine HE 53, to execute end none we 
parameters for redirecting all data of the external pro-
cess 103 and return the information to subroutine H and 
which is generally indicated by the numeral 92. 

Subroutine BF and which ii generally indicated by 
the numeral SS is best illustrated by reference to FIG. 
10, and is operable to receive a message from the eater-
ml idling process which b directing the present iovm. 
lion to stop all communications 64 . In this regard, sub-
routine BF is adopted to reset all porguirwiters, concerning 
the external process and fm its handle 104 and therdf-
ta determine i( each of the drivers previously requested 
by the external proem we in use by another external 
process 105. Fm the drivers which are fn use, nothing 
occurs. For these driven wt in use then, in that evenit, 
subroutine DIP o operable to reset the main module !or 
that driver and stop say polling timm 110. Further. gad 
following cep 110, wbroutine BF is adapted to doses-
mine if the drivers a device driver 111. Knot. the 
in(ormuionss returned to subroutine H 22 . However, 
and slit is a device driver. then, in That event, subroutine 
BF exmutes a command to tree a +erul port 112 n best 
seen by reference to FIG. 10 
As nrlier discussed, the mailbox object process axed 

which is generally indicated by the numeral 23 in FIG . 
7 is operable to determine if the message frown the exter-
ml process is stepping communications with one driver 

11 
the handle end storing the identification of the external 
process is indicated by the numeral 70. Upon complet-
ing the slap of identifying the external process, subrou-
tine DA sends en ''okay" message end the idmulrcation 
"handle" to the external process through The mailbox 5 
71 . Upon completion of this use, subroutine BA returns 
to the object queue loop and which is generally indi-
cored by the numeral 17, 
As earlier discussed the mailbox object yracess, and 

more particularly subroutine 6, and which is generally 20 
indicated by the numeral 23 in FIG . 3, is operable to 
determine ii an external process message is loading a 
driver "I~ IT the external process is biding a driver, the 
message is diverted to subroutine HO and which is grn-
enlty indicated by the numeral 43 in FIG. S. As shown 1s 
therein, subroutine BB is initiolilY operable to determine 
it the driver type is a device driver 72 . If this is not the 
sax, then, in that even, the message is diverted go 
subroutine F end which is generally indicated by the 
numeral 73 . If the message is (or a device type driver, 20 
then, in that event, subroutine H determine it the driver 
is landed 74 . If the deer is not loaded, then, in that 
event. the message is directed onto subroutine G 75 and 
which will be discussed in greater detail hereinafter. If 
the driver is loaded, then, in that event, subroutine B is 27 
operable to decode the variables requested by the eater-
na1 process 16 . update the driver overlay with the vari " 
ablea requested by the external process 60, and update 
the main module with the variables requested by the 
eternal process 81 . Upon completion of this fast last 30 
subroutine BB, 4] returns to subroutine H !1 and which 
will be discussed in grater devil hereinafter. 
The mailbox object process and which is generally 

indicated by the numeral 33, is operable to determine if 
a message from the external proms was initiating the 35 
transmission of data N. ]f this answer is in the alfirme-
tive then, in that event, [he message is diverted to cub-
routine BC and which is generally indicated by the 
numeral 45 m FIG. 6. As shown therein subroutine HC 
is operable to initiate the transfer of date from the main 40 
maduk to the external process 83 end [hen return to 
Subroutine H and which is generally indicated by the 
numeral 82 . 
The mailbox object process and more particularly 

subroutine H 23 is operable to determine if s message 45 
from in external process is requesting a special formal 
6O. If this answer is in the alfirmitive, then. in glut 
event. the message is diverted to subroutine HD end 
which is generally indicted by the numeral $1 in FIG. 
7. As shown therein, subroutine HD is operable to dear- 70 
mine if the driver is loaded tt . If the response a same 
is in the affirmative, then, in that event, subroutine HD 
u adapted w update the main module with the formgat 
required by the external process 92 gad return a sub-
routine H end which is generally indicated by the nu- 53 
maul 82 . However. end if the driver i1 not lorded . 
subroutine 8D is operable to neat determine if the 
driver exists K. l1' the driver does not caret, an error 
mass, Se is generated by maw of subroutine E end 
which is generally indicated by the numeral 63. In the 60 
alternative. and if the drives tines wise subroutine BD 
next determines if rnough memory is available !or pro-
cessing the request 85. If a response to same is in the 
negative, then, in slut event, subroutine F is executed 
end which is generally indicted by the numeral 63. In 67 
the alternative, end if sulTiciml memory is available to 
proem the request RS then, in that event, subroutine 
HD is operable to lug! the driver ati a cede overlay 90- 
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60 . If the answer to the message is in the Affirmative, in memory, then, An error message by means of wbrou-
lhcn, in that event, the information is sent to subroutine tine E 63 is generated. However, and if the driver does 
HG and which is generally indicted by the numeral 61 not exist in memory, subroutine F subsequently deter-
in FIG. 1l . As shown therein, subroutine BG is opera- mines it enough mrnfory is available to handle the excer-
ble upon receiving the information. to update the main S nal process request 1H. A negative dttermirution o! 
module parameters for the particular process 113 And this query generates an error menage by mans of sub -
thereafter inquire whether the driver is in use by an- routine E 63 . However, and if enough memory is Avail-
other process 114. If this determination is in the affirna- able, then, in that event, subroutine F loads the driver as 
rive, the information is directed to subroutine H 82 it a code overlay 145 and thereafter determines whether 
she answer is in the negative, then, subroutine HO is 10 loading was successful !SO. Failure to load successfully 
operable to next the main module parameters the the generates fn error message by means of subroutine P 
driver effected and stop polling S]S . Further, subrnu- 53 . Successful lording results in subroutine F thereafter 
tine HG is operable to determine if the drive is a device determining if the driver under consideration is import-
116. 1( the answer is in the negative, then . in the event, ing data 151. If ant, the information is directed to sub-
subroutine BG is operable to direr( the informriion to IS routine K and which is generally indicated by the nu-
subroutine H 82 . It the answer is in the dTirnlstive, m" 152 in FIG. 14 . However, And if the drive is for 
subroutine BG frees up a urW port ]77 and then pees importing data, then, in that event, subroutine F de-
seeds to dieter the information to subroutine H. This is codes the variables roquested by the external process 
bets understood by a study of FIG. It . 153, updates the driver overlay with the variables re - 
FIG . 12 illustrates subroutine G 75 and which rb 20 quested by the external process 154, and updates the 

eeives information following a determination in su6zon- main module with the variable requested by the exter-
tine BB, and which is generally indicated by the nu- nil process ISS. Following the lass sup, subroutine F 
mesa] 13, that a driver is not loaded to memory 74. returns the information to subroutine ) .ad which is 
Upon receiving information ,subroutine G determines if indicted by the numetil 156. 
the requested port is tree 120. {f the answer is in the 35 Subroutine K and which is generally inditated by the 
neg2Tive then, in that event, an error mnssge is grner- numeral 152 in FIG. 74 is Operable to process informm-
ned by means of subroutine E 63, if the answer is in the lion from subroutine F following a determination that a 
Affirmative, subroutine G next determines if the driver driver is not being utilized for importing data )S]. 3n 
caius 121. It not, then, in that event. subroutine E is this regard . subroutine K is operable to determine if the 
utilized end an error message is generated. In the sites- Xl message is a timer object dependent driver 160. Follow . 
native, and if the driver does exist, subroutine G deter- ing an Affirmative determination, subroutine K is aperi-
mines if enough memory is available to process the bit to trmunit the information to subroutine J and 
fnfmtnRtion 112. If sufficient memory is not available an which is generally indicated by the numeral 156. A 
error message is generated by means of subroutine E. negative determination causes subroutine K to ell the 
Alternatively and i( the answer is in the affirmative, 35 appropriate code overlay 161 And then transmit the 
subroutine G is operable to load the driver as a code information to subroutine H end which is generally 
overlay 123 and determine if loading was successful by indicted by the numeral 62. Further, and as best il)us-
meaas or stay lu, if loading was no[ successful then, in (rated by reQttnce w FIG. 13, subroutine E is operable 
that event, subroutine E 63 generates an error message. to generate an error message n various points in the 
However, and if loading was successful, subroutine G 40 present method . As best illustrated by reference to FIG, 
sequentially reads the driver communication settings 16, subroutine H is operable upon receiving information 
135, decodes the variables requested 6y the externsi to notify the external process 163 of an okay status vii 
process 130, updates the mite module with the variables a mailbox sad then return to the object queue loops 17 
requested by the external proms 131, sns the pore end and which wu flier discussed in greeter detail . Fur-
books the corresponding IRQ of the hardware, if neca" 45 they, and u best illustrated by reference to FIG. 17, 
avy, 132 end creates a potting timer object associated subroutine I and which +t generally indicated by the 
with the device 133 Further and upon the successful numeral 156, upon receiving information, is operable to 
creation of a polling timer 13], subroutine G determines cruse a polling timer associated with the driver 164 and 
if the device is po1lable 13". 1f not, the information is then return the information to subroutine H and which 
panted to subroutine H. However end if the device is 50 is indicated by the numeral !2 is FIG. 16 . 
po/1abie . then . in that cent, subroutine G treats 0 Subroutine C end which i! generally indicated by the 
delay timer object associated with the device 133 and numeral 25 illustrates, in gmenl. the objets timer pro-
then sends s request to the device 140 and starts a defy xu end which is generally indicated 6y the numeral 25 
timer which is tugged to r handshake 141. Following in PIG. 3. The abject timer process C is operable to 
the handshake, which initiates communication, aubrou- SS initially determine whetbet the esteems proms request 
tint G returns to the Object queue loop 17 u brat illus- is a polling timer request 170. If this answer u in the 
seated by rcRrrncs to FIG. 3. negative then, in that event, the external process request 
As miter discussed the mailbox object protest 7,3 is is directed to subroutine L end which is generally inAi-

operablt to dHerwine if a message received from an caud by 16e numeral 171. Subroutine L will be dig. 
external process is lording a driver 12 . Further end if 60 cussed in greater detail hereinafter. FurLbew, And it the 
the driver is nor a device driver 72 As determined by message is A polling tamer request. ohm, is that event, 
subroutine BB 43 then, in that event. subroutine F is subroutine C is operable to resort the potting timer 113 
operable to process the information Red which is grner" and determine if the corresponding driver is a ppIIaWe 
Ally indicated by the numeral 73 in FIG. 13. Initially cane 173. As should be understood. some drivers Are not 
subroutine F determines whether the driver is loaded 65 poUable. If the driver is not pollable then, in that event, 
142. If subroutine F determines that the driver is nor the Information is directed to subroutine LB and which 
lorded, then, in that even, it deimnina whether the is generally indicated by the numeral 174. In the alterna-
driver exists in memory 343. If the driver dots not exist live, end following s determination that the driver is 
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returns to the object queue loop which is generally 
indicted by we numeral 77 . 

Subroutine U end which is generally indicated by 
the numeral 195 in FIG. 35 is operable, upon receiving 
infomulion to send the next request for information to 
an associated port 1%, and then start the associated 
delay timer 197. Subroutine LA then return to the 
object queue loop 17 . 

Subroutine LB and which is generally indicted by 
the oumml 174, in FIG- 13 . is operable w receive infor-
mation from the object timer process end which is gen-
ttJly indicated by the numeral 2S is FIG. 11, end more 
specifically to receive information regarding whether 
the corresponding timer is a pol]able am u provided at 
173. 1! the driver is oat a pD11abIe one, then, in that 
event, the information is proceased through subroutine 
LB . Mom specifically, subroutine LB, procures the data 
from the IRQ of the hardware end then returns to sub-
routine RO . and which is grncnlly indicated by the 
numeral 103 end which is illustrated with more pvticu-
luly in FIG. ]2. 
FIG. 27 illustrates in more detil the keyboard object 

process and which is generally indicted by the numeral 
31 in FIG. 1. Subroutine D is operable initially to deter. 
mine whether the request from the external process is a 
sinus check request 203, end if this is the rise, the 
information is directed to subroutine DA end which is 
generally indicated by the numeral IW. Further, end if 
the information from the external process is not a status 
check request 203. then. in that event. subroutine D is 
operable to determine i! keyboard interaction with 
main module is requested 205. If a response to this ques-
tion is in the affirmative. then, in that event, we infor-
malion is directed to subroutine DH and which is grncr-
slly indicted by the numeral 210 in the alternative and 
if a response is in the negative, then, in that event, sub-
routine D is operable to determine if part assignments 
ire requested 111. If this is the case, then . in slut event, 
the information is directed onto subroutine DC 172. IS 
port assignments are not requested, then, in [ha[ event, 
subroutine D is operable to determine whether the main 
module utilities we requested. 1f the answer u in the 
affirmative. then, in that event, the information is di-
rected to subroutine DD 314. As should be understood 
subroutine DD end which is shown in FIG. 36, is opera. 
ble to determine if an ASCII table is requested 221, or i( 
e main module variable table is requested 22.3. Upon 
displaying the requested information 222, and 224, re. 
spcctivdy, subroutine DD returns to the object queue 
loop 17 end which is best illustrated in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 24 illustrates subroutine DA, end which is grn-

en11y indicated by the numeral IOt. Subroutine DA is 
operable to receive the information firom the keyboard 
process request, end which is generally indicated by the 
numeral Jl, in FIG. 23 . Subroutine DA is operable, 
upon receiving the information regarding whether the 
rstamal process is requesting a status check 283 and 
thereafter determine if she devise is an input device 215. 
If the device is not an input device, then in that event 
the information proceeds to subroutine Q end which is 
generally indicted by the numerals ]l6. However, end 
if the device is " input davits. then, in that event, 
subroutine DA u operable to select the appropriate 
serial port 3]7 select the appropriate data format 213 
end; thereafter display the din form 219 from the main 
module for the given device 219. Upon completion of 
the lug step of displaying the dam. subroutine DA 204 

]5 
poilable, subroutine C next determines if the driver is e 
device drive 175. It the device is not a device driver, 
then, in that event, the information is directed to sub-
routine M, end which is generally indicted by the 
numeral 176 Further, and if the device is a device 3 
driver. subroutine C sends e first polling request to the 
proper port 177 and then starts the miscicialed delay 
timer 178. Following completion of the sun the associ-
ated delay timer, 175, subroutine C returns to the object 
queue loop end which is generally indicated by the 10 
numeral 17 in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 79 illustrates subroutine M 776 and which re-

ceives information from the object timer process and 
which is generally indicated by the numeral 35 in FIG. 
1". Subroutine M receives information from subroutine 13 
C end more particularly the information that the device 
under consideration is not a device driver 173. Follow . 
inQ receipt of this information. subroutine M initially 
determines whether the non-device diver u for import-
ing data 80 end if it is not, then, in that seem, the infor- 

Zp 

citation u directed onto subroutine 0, and which is gen-
enlly indicated by the numeral 182. If the device is e 
non-device driver, then, in that event, subroutine M 
cells the proper code overlay 783 and directs the infor-
mation onto subroutine RO, and which will be dis" 
cured hereinafter u numeral 183. 

Subroutine 0, and which is generally indicated by the 
numeral let, in FIG . XI, is operable to dnermin4 fol-
lowing a negative deiermirution that the non-device 30 
driver is for importing data 180 to call an appropriate 
code overlay 184 and then determine if the message 
being received is a burst message 185. If the message is 
s burst message, then. in that event, the information it 
directed to a video xreen 186. The subroutine then 33 
Mums to the object queue loop 17 . However, and in 
the alternative, if the information is not a burst message, 
then, in that event, subroutine 0 determines if the mes-
ngc is an operating system cell request 190. If indeed, it 
is an operating system calf request, then, in [hat cent, 4p 
subroutine o executes the system call and inquires i( 
there is an output to redirect . If indeed there is an out-
put to redirect, then, in that event, the information is 
directed to subroutine RO and which is generally indi-
cated by the numeral 193. However, and if there is no 45 
output to redirect, subroutine 0 returns w the object 
queue loop A end which is generally indicted by the 
numeral 17. 

As best illustrated by reference to FIG. 21, subrou-
tine L, and which is generally indicated by the numeral 50 
171. is operable to receive information from the object 
timer process K, end which is generally indicted by 
we numeral 33 in FIG. 1a . Subroutine L is operable, 
upon receiving information from subroutine C, to vali" 
date the waver from the device 193 and determine if it 55 
is a final request 194. If it is not a tenor request 194, then . 
in that event, the information is transmitted to subrou-
turc LA, end which is generally indicted by the nu-
meral 195 in FIG . Z1 . If the information jived is a 
final request, then, subroutine L is operable to deter by 
mine if it was a handshake initiating communiutiom 
Idl. 1( it was not, then, in that rent the information is 
directed to subroutine LB end which is generally indi-
cated by the numeral 17" in FIG. 22 . If, in the altertu-
tivq the final request was a handshake initiating wen- 65 
mwication, then, in than event, subroutine L initiates an 
w"wer to the device with an okay through the external 
process by going through the mailbox 201 end then 
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appropriate 260 (or the mesvge ived and thereafter 
executes a commend to build a request in the form or a 
mailbox request 767. Subroutine DB subsequently re-
turns to subroutine HD Sl tt indicted in FIG. 23 . In 
addition to the foregoing, subroutine T, and which is 
generally indicated by the numeral Kl in FIG. 29, is 
operable to receive the special output menage 240 (ram 
subroutine DB 210 and thereafter determines if the 
output is a mailbox m hardware output 263. If the out-
put is not t mailbox or hardware output, them, in that 
event, the information it diverted to subroutine TA and 
which is indicated by the numeral 263 in FIG. 30. If, in 
the alternative, the output is a mailbox or bardlw~re 
output, [hen, in taut event, subroutine T a operable to 
request the paramours of same 764 and then return to 
the object queue loop, and which is generally indicated 
by the numeral 17 in FIG. Z. 
Subroutine TA, and which is indicated by the nu-

mera1263 in FIG. 30. is operable to receive infuratation 
from subroutine T in FIG. 29 and is further operable 
upon receiving that inl'ormuttion to request a driver 
name 270 and then determine if the driver u loaded 371. 
If the driver is loaded, then in that event, subroutine TA 
is operable to update the main module with the format 
requested by the external process 276 and then return to 
subroutine H 82 . Alternatively, and if the drive is not 
loaded, subroutine TA is operable to determine if the 
driver exists. and i( the waver is in the negative, then in 
that evrnc h generates art error message by nuans; of 
subroutine E 63. However, if the driver does exist, 
subroutine TA next dcterminea if sufficient memory is 
available to handle the request 173, and if rot, an error 
message is generated by means of subroutine E 61. Al. 
ternatively, and i! sufficient memory is available, wen, 
in that evrnt, subroutine TA loads the drive as a code 
overlay 274. and determines if loading was successful by 
means of step 275. An error message is generated in the 
event that loading was not successful 63. If loading was 
successful, then, in that event. an update of the main 
module proceeds with the format requested by the ex . 
temal process 376 and thereafter subroutine TA returns 
to subroutine H, and which is getterisHy indicated by the 
numeral 83 . 
As best illustrated by referrnoe to FIG. 31, subrou-

tine DC . and which is indicated by the numeral 712 in 
FIG. u, receives information from the keyboard object 
process 31 and is operable, upon receiving the informa-
tion, to sequentially select the serial pan 38(1 requested, 
enter the base address and IRQ of the information 281. 
and then eve the new ratings 202 u appropriate. Upon 
completing the last step 2!], subroutine DC returns to 
the object queue loop A, end which u generally indi-
catcd by the numeral 17 in FIG. 2. 
As best illustrated by rcfermce to FIG. 33, w6rou-

tme RO is adapted to receive information from mMou-
tine M (FIG . 19) and then determines whether the infor-
mation is an output on video 293. If the request for the 
information it not an output on video. then, m that 
event, the information is directed to subroutine Z, and 
which it generally indicated by the numeral 284 is FIG. 
31 . However, and if it is a video output request, then in 
that event, subroutine RO determines whether the in. 
formation is a special forma request 20 . In the event 
that the information received is a special format request. 
then, in that case, subroutine RO executes a all appro-
priate for she format code overly 290 and thunRer 
mils the man module routine for displaying the results 
391, as appropriate. Upon achieving we last step 291, 

n 
returns to the object queue loop, and which is generally 
indicated by the numeral 17 . 
FIG. 25 illustrates subroutine Q, and which receives 

information from subroutine DA in FIG. 24 . Upon a 
determination that a device is not an input driver, sub- 3 
routine Q is operable to receive the information, end 
select the appropriate dam format 230 tram the main 
module for the given device 231. Upon completion of 
the last step . 231, subroutine Q returns to the object 
queue loop and which is generally indicated by the 10 
numeral 17 in FIG. 2. 

Subroutine DS and which is generally indicted by 
the numeral 210, receives information tram the key-
board object process and which is generally indicated 
by the numeral 31 in FIG. 23 . Subroutine DH, upon 15 
receiving information from the keyboard object process 
D, is operable to determine if the request is a menage 
for a driver 232. If the request is for a driver, then, in 
that event, the information is directed to subroutine R 
and which is generally indicated by the numeral 233. 20 
Further, and if the foregoing answer is in the negative, 
then, in that event. subroutine DH next determines if the 
request is for a special formal 734. If indeed it is, then, 
in chat event, the information is directed onto subrou-
tine S, and which is generally indicted by the numeral 35 
735. In the alternative and if the request is not (or a 
special format, then, subroutine DH determine if it is a 
request for a special output 2I(1 . If so, then, in than 
rent, the information is directed to subroutine T and 
which is generally indicated by the numeral Kl . How- b 
ever, and if the information is not for a special output 
240 then, in that event, subroutine DH next determines 
if it is a request !or stopping all communications 242. If 
the answer to the tut query is in the affirnutive, then, in 
that event, the information is directed to subroutine BF, JS 
and which is generally indicated by the numeral 33 . 
Alternatively, and if the request does not slop all com-
munications, then in they event, subroutine DH delcr-
minea if il is s request !or stopping communications with 
only one drier 213. !( the request is in [he negative, "0 
then in that event, subroutine DB returns to the object 
queue loop, and which is generally indicated by the 
numeral 17 . AIIemstively, and if it is a request stopping 
communications with only one driver, then, in that 
event, subroutine DB requests which driver communi- 43 
anions is to be stopped, and thereafter directs the infor-
mation to subroutine DO and which is generally indi-
cated by we numeral 61 and which was discussed in 
detail earlier. 

Subroutine R and which is generally indicated by the 70 
numeral 333 in FIG. 27 is operable to receive informa-
tion from subroutine DH and which is indicted by the 
numeral 210 in FIG. 26 . Subroutine R is operable, upon 
receiving information . to select the serial port or locad 
vu network as appropriate 3311 and execute a request SS 
for the name of the driver (code overly to be loaded) 
251. Upon completion of step 351, subroutine R deter-
mines if the information is a driver for imparting v&'i-
abla 253. If indeed it i4 then, in that event, subroutine 
R executes the request for variables 253 and thereafter 60 
builds the request in the form of a mailbox request 254. 
Upon completion of the step SSl, subroutine R returns 
to subroutine BB and which is generally indicted by 
the numeral 13 and which was discussed in the above 
paragraphs . 63 
As best illustrated by reference to FIG . 28, subrou-

tine 5 335 receives information from subroutine DH and 
is operable to select the forma of the cods overly u 
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mina if the output is to be redirected as a driver filtered 
output . If the answer to the previous query is in the 
affirmmlive, then, the subroutine sends the decoded end 
formatted string to a code overly for filtering the out-
put, end then returns to we object queue loop 17 . 
As best illustrated by reference to FIG. 34 it should 

be understood that an external process, sot shown, end 
which may include ouch programs u **Atlantis-, "Sen-
wr°, end "Helens" we operable to be accessed by a 
user, not shown. and which ire operable to provide 
instructions regarding a particular einsor to the library 
function . which, in turn, transmits the request for infor-
mation through an operating system module which 
converts this mine information into a format which is 
understood by the main module end which is fey forth in 
grater devil in Pte. 1 through 33, respectively . The 
main module is operable to interpret the variables pro-
duced by a sensor . end which communicates by mans 
xrial or analog protocols end is further operable to 
interpret the external calling process request for data 
information from the sensor and thereafter overlay a 
predetermined adaptable driver which, when adjusted 
in a predetermined fashion, corresponds to the oharfc-
teristics of the sensor . As earlier diseased, an adaptable 
driver is sm executable program which is resident on the 
herd dial of the compute and which may be called up 
into memory based upon a user commend end thereafter 
employed to provide the requested information hvm 
the sensor and which may [hen be used by the main 
module. Upon overlaying a Prednertnincd adaptable 
driver the main module polls, or listens to, the sensor 
thereby receiving the dam information requested. and 
thereafter transmits the information to a predetermined 
destination is accordance with the artier subroutines 
which wets discussed in greater detail in the paragnaphs; 
above. As best illustrated in the example which follows, 
the driver skeleton (or a Nellwr N200 pulse oaye,eter is 
provided and which illustrates the type of driver skele. 
ton which is resident within the man module and which 
provides a means by which a relatively unskilled pro-
grimmer may use the same driver skeleton end thereaf-
ter rapidly interface the main module with a smwr 
which is foreign to [he present devise with very mini-
mal amounts of reprogramming. 

19 
subroutine Ro returns to the object queue loop A end 
which is generally indicated by the numeral 17 in FIG. 
Z. 

Subroutine Z, end which is generally indicated by the 
numeral 284 in FIGS . 3A-H is operable, upon receiving S 
information from subroutine RO, to determine if the 
request is for a special format 386. If the answer is in the 
affirmative then, in that event subroutine Z is operable 
to cell the appropriate code overlay 287 and thereafter 
determine if the output is to be redirected to a mailbox 10 
292. If this determination is in the affirmative, then . in 
that event, subroutine Z sends the decoded and format-
ted string to the external process mailbox 393, and then 
returns to the object queue loop 17 . If, in the alternative 
the determination is negative . then, in that event, sub- 15 
routine Z next determines whether the output is to be 
redirected to a lard dada S9". If the determination is 
offirmative, then, in that event. subroutine Z ands the 
decoded end formatted string to the hard disk with a 
requested file name 295 and thereafter returns to the 20 
object queue loop, and which is generally indicated by 
the numeral 17 in FIG. 2. If the information is not to be 
redirected to a herd dice, subroutine Z next determines 
if the output is to be redirected to a local area network 
700. If the response 1o this query is in the affirmeNvq 23 
then, in that event, subroutine Z sends the decoded and 
formatted string to a local area network with the ie-
quesied file nuns 301 end then returns to the object 
queue loop ]7 . Alternatively. end if the information is 
not to be redirected to a lout area network then, sub 70 
routine Z determines if the output is to be redirected to 
a printer 303. If this last determination is in the affirma-
tive, then, in that event, the decoded and formatted 
.eying is sent to s printer 303, end subroutine Z returns 
1o the object queue loop 17 Alternatively. and if the 33 
determination to the previous query, is negative, thrn, 
subroutine Z determines if the output is to 6e redirected 
to a modem. If the information is to be directed to s 
modem then the decoded and formatted ruing a trans-
mitltd to the requested serial port 305. Similarly and 40 
upon transmiuion to the requested serial port, subrou-
tine Z then returns to the object queue loop 17 . Further, 
and if the information is not to be redirected to a 
modem, then, in that event subroutine Z next deter- 

IS 

N17P MED]C71L IN7E1vACL "Vb 

C - DRIVER SKELICTON 

Driver ID : Nolleor N-700 
Version : 
Date LaSt Worked on . 
By : 
ComTonia : This example adds to the main module a driver for 

eM NOlleor 14200 pulas, e+ey+reer. 

ins acrtomeE a O; 
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STRUCTURE DLiINIZ10N 1'O DNICt 

(do not alter) 

COKYVN7CJ1T701:5 POLLING DEFAULTS 

(Enter here information) 

(do not reorder) 

.~ 
/" neme o! file IDOf max-! char) " / 
/" Lm ini for poll frog in 1/1D0'ir" "e!/ 
/" tm delay between polling and respos*-/ 
/" baud sate from Erv eW" h 
/" port wtcinp8 from drv-equ .h 

J " this driver Is in C language 
/" 3 - Monitoring dwuice 
l" 1 - man pellable, 7 - not pellable 
/" see manual for explanation 

/" a" manual for explanation 
" son manual for explanation 

char mon_yon4teq/B] - S'1KQ_bdl') ; / " using header for request 

Strnct REQUEST ono =r*qve3e[3) - t 

.~ 

21 
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C i1lLLITON =OOATLf 

(Go not alter) 

(include<drv eQu.h, 
Iinclude<va =equ .h> 

0CZUR "QUEST ( 
char man r*q(3Oj ; / " request to non (20 Chars imax 
char mori lreq ; /" real length of request "/ 
char Boa ans[S1r /" answer expected from men "/ 
char mew lint: / " length e! answer to check "/ 
char mop fl4ansi / " answer !o wit !or "/ 
char man filler12) ; filler for 20 char in structure 

/ " length in Rib_equ 

char men n.m&I8) - ("n70DC') : 
int mon poll_inc . ADO ; 
Snt non O0l~y_ini - 40 ; 
Ch~r moty CavO - BAUD 9600 ; 
c~~r mon_parity - V38-183-HOP; 

eh~s men language 'C'r 
ehar non flavor ~ 1, 
char Ton=po11aD3o ~ 1 ; 
char Mo :eye =eomLef ~ O ; 

char mon mteplhello ~ l : 
char mop numo! ateps a S ; 

STRUCTURE FOR REQUEST TO DEVICE 

(Enter hire information) 
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VARIABLES TO KAD FROM DLVICE 

(Enter here info rwa tion) 

(do not reorder) 

char -ov0ln(inc function iype,int mon_st _lon .int vaT,.r "nk,cher " sL =Zdeeods) 

{ 

char -t "bjB7F0AN5 LEN) ; 
char r*w--,It[20] : 
int i .o : 

/- Passing of Arguments 

tab(D7 - "tt 2OeCDde : 
far (i - 1r i < men qtr Ian ii i < DViCAN3>LLN ; I--) 

tabl1l Z ta6[a-]] * la 

/" DECODING CODE FOR STRING COPING FROM M0N . DEVICE §ZGIWS HERE 

for (S - O ; 1 < mon Otz Ion ii 1 < lUF47VtS Ltr? S"+)( 
if v&rs_iajva-ronTc11 

break ; 

T 
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char var pos4re9107 ~ i'VAP_"ot'1 : / " string header variables/id's 

int vArs namo! - Z : 
int var yrotentf7l - ( PULSE, fA07 y ; 
char v&rs_iaf21 - (-XS-) ; 

finclude.eEr =ln.h> Is c-function library for "in module a/ 

EEGIN CODE 1'O DECODE STRING FROM DEVICE 

(Enter here code . . . I 

INPUT: 
int !unction typo! 1 - decoding 
int mon :qtr Ion : Length of qtr 7deCOEe 
int v~ rink : conk of vor to decode &q . SAW - 1 " (O based) 
eh" -sir 7deeode : anwei from device 

OUTPUT : 
char repu1t[30J : decoded string to return to main module 

FOR a7 : " vvvvv 

variable value in S chars 
trailing blank for future use 

EQ'jA7E5 : IUF4AHS LEN - mae length of string from device 
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return(rissult) : 

whereby a monitor polling interval may be established . 
As should be understood, end depending upon the type 
of sensor involved, a monitor may be evailable !or pol-
ling a predetermined intervals as a result of their own 
inherent rngineering characteristics . In this regard, and 
based upon the characteristics of the aeeaor, an operator 
may enter [he polling interval frequency, for the vwoitor 
in question . Further, the next commend provides a 
means for setting a timing delay between the polling 
request and the response from the monitor. In this m. 
Bard it should be understood that, in certain insunoes, 
and based in large measure on the characteristics of we 
monitor, or srnwr being polled, the monitor may sot 
provide [he data inrtanuneously and thus there may he 
a time delay. In this instance the time delay would be 
entered at this locattim in the skeleton . Further the next 
two line of comvunda includes standard communica-
tion settings for both the baud me of the sensor being 
polled, as well as the parity for we semor. 'ILese tom-
municstions parameters we well understood by those 
skilled in the art. 7S~e driver skeleton in the example 
above provides a enema whereby the langwige of the 
driver which is providing the cormitunications data may 
be entered such that the mars module can understand 
how it will cal] the code overly . In this regard, end iv 
the example provided, the sensor (Nellcor N]AO) pro-
duces dam in C language . end this information is en-
tered at this location in the skeleton . 
The driver skeleton provides a mans whereby an 

operator may enter information rcgarding wheihher we 
present senwr under consideration u a monitoring de-
vice ; a ]oral aru network; or further, whether the 
drive produces information either in a serial or analog 
format . By rnterinQ the appropriate characters u pro-
vided in [his portion of the skeleton . the operator may 
adjust the skeleton for those features of the semsor. The 
next line of commands in the skeleton provide a means 
by which the operator can enter special communiu-
tioro definitions, and more particularly those communi-
cations definitions misted to whether the serisor being 
polled is polLLle or non"pollable. As should be under-
stood some sensors produce information at periodic 
time inlervsls end cannot 6e polled by an external call-
ing process. By inserting [he appropriate character at 
shit portion of the skeleton the operator may adjust the 
skeleton u appropriate for these communications p-
nmeten. The next line of command relates to special 
communications definition, end more particularly to the 
initialization of the Sensor being polled. In this regard, it 
should be understood, that come eeawn, based upon 
their inherent design characteristics . may require spe-
cific instructions prior to providing the data informa-
tioo requested. The skeleton therefore provides an oper-
uor with a mans for adjusting same for those itensors 
saving these characteristics . In addition, the next eom- 

As best understood following s study of the example 
prodded above, the step of overlaying and updating a 1s 
predetermined adjustable driver includes the steps of 
entering the name of the adaptable driver former in the 
driver skeleton as provided ; providing a polling timer 
interval for the sensor ; entering a timing defy interval 
for the sensor and which is operable to await the answer 20 
of the senior for each request, providing a baud me end 
parity for the sensor being polled ; providing the name 
of the language which is employed by the driver; enter-
ing the type of sensor device bring polled ; determining 
whether the sensor can be polled or listened to and =S 
providing instruaiom at appropriate; providing special 
communications instructions to the sensor, if necessary; 
entering the number of polling requests which must be 
completed to insure receipt of all deft information from 
the sensor ; providing the external process requests [o be ;0 
made to the sensor (or each of the steps; providing the 
variables which ire to be rend from the srnfor; Aecod" 
ing the variables received from the sensor, end deliver-
ing same to s predetermined destination. As should be 
understood, the step of providing the variables which 3s 
am to be tact from the sensor includes providing [hr 
number of variables which are to be read from the een-
soq end identifying the variables which ire to be reed 
from the seMOr. In the present case . the pulse and SA02 
variables ale being received from the present device 40 
which is shown in the example. 

It should be understood they the inventors have dis-
covered that with respect to medical monitoring de-
vices of the type anticipated to be used with the present 
invention that, as a general matter, the general format or ,S 
skeleton of the data information has a basic structure 
which is quite similar to the skeleton noted in the exam-
ple above. Therefore, a programmer utilizing the skele, 
ton cars very quickly, using only a few line of rode, 
successfully interlace a foreign sensor with the main 50 
module. In the present example the invrnton have pro-
vided the driver skeleton for a NelScor N]W pulse ox-
ymeter which provides SA02 and pulse to a clinician for 
diagnostic purposes . 

Referring to the example noted above, and more SS 

specifically to that portion of the example which is 
rntitled "Communication Polling Defaults" it should be 
understood that the skeleton u written in C language, 
although those skilled in the art will readily recognize 
that assembly language could 6e used with equal wc-
cess. In this regard the skeleton of the above-identifictl 
Ndltor N200 pulse oaymeter has a mans for providing 

a 
regent to the sensor and which is indicated by the 

first line of commands in that portion of the skeleton 
labelled "Structure Definition to Device". Further, the 65 

skeleton provides a location where the name of the 
sensor, and in the present example the designation 
N]OOC is entered. The next commend provides a means 

25 
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!f ( 1 -- ao =OT =10n) raevrn(Du! terror) ; 

resultl0] - " 0', 
result[1] - '0'i 

ratsoici5"2l - "n.nlt.~ " i)~ 
result []e3] - '\0 " : 
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28 
mend in we skeleton provides a mum by which an described in what is conceivably the most practical and 
operator may compensate for a multiplicity of steps preferred embodiment, it u recognized that depairturea 
which may be required in order to uuu the acme srn- may 6e made tbereftom within the (cope d the inven-
sor to provide the data information requested . As lion which is not to be limiud to the illustrative devils 
should be understood, some sensors, based upon their 3 disclosed. 
inherent design characteristics, may need to exchange Having described our invention. what we claim is 
several bits of data end/or provide w receive various new and desire to xcun by Letter Patent is: 
instructions from on external calling process prior to t . A software engine for interpreting variables pro 
trfnsmitting the rcquestcd information. In this regard, duced by a plurality of aemon which commuricate by 
an appropriate character may be entered at this point in to means of xrial, analog m local un network protocols, 
the skeleton to compensate for those shortcomings in the wRwve engine comprising: 
the senwr. Finally the last line of instructions provides means for interpreting an external process request for 
a mans by which the operator may eat the number of data information which includes the variable pro-
steps required in order to receive enough information duced by the sensor . and wherein the external pro-
for she handshake. As should be understood certain 17 cess KyoRt is an Independently executable soR-
senwn may be required to be polled a number of times wuc program which includes a piece of software 
in order to receive all [he information requested. In this code which generates r message in a prede[er-
regard the Neliwr N"200 must receive two requests for mined formal requesting from the sdtware engine 
information prior to divulging all the information that the delivery of data which is in a specific format 
u, pulse, and SA02, but, as a gcnml muter one request 20 anC syntax, and wherein the independently necut-
u usually sufficient to complete the handshake. able wftw"e program in otherwise unfamiliar 

Referring more particularly b that portion of the with tine wRwarc engine and which further in-
skeleton, labelled "Structure for request to device", it eludes : 
should be understood that mans ire provided for re- a. mans for interfacing with an operating system 
quitting dart from the sensor . One skilled in the an will 25 to determine if an appropriate operating sYstimi 
recognize the use of the structure described in that is present and to execute the necessary memory 
portion of the skeleton labelled "Structure request to and disk management functions such that the 
device". This includes a set of information for request- software rngine can operate, the softwitre engine 
ing data from a unwr . In the present example, the otherwise being operating system nxtependetiL 
skeleton includes two requests. The tint set of inform- JO and wherein the interface means is included in a 
lion requests the string to send to the sensor . In this vain module ; 
regard and in the skeleton of the Nellcor shown above, b. means for creating a mailbox which is adapted to 
the string is a "5". The next set of information is its exchange infornution with the external process 
length . In the present example h is a "1". The remainder nequest, said 
of the clunctcn are for validating the answer . followed 75 c. mans for opening as object queue loop, and 
by their number. In the above example, it is an "5", and wherein the object queue loop idrntifis on ob-
one character. The "1" following the "S" specifies that jest type and initiates a predetermined process 
the main module will expect an wmwer for that request. with the individual sensors requested by the 

Referring more particularly 1o that portion of the external procesa; 
example prodded above, and which u directed to the so mesas for werlsying a predetermined adaptable 
variables to read from the device portion, it should be driver, which, when adjusted in a predetermined 
understood that means ire provided for reading the fashion, corresponds to the date characteristics of 
variables received from the sensors, and wherein the the individual sensor and wherein the adoplabie 
operator may desigrute the number of variables to be driver decodes the variables requested by the ex . 
read . Further the operator may also designate the vsri- 45 feral proeesa request; 
abler by type. In this instance, [he example provide this means for polling or listening to the individual sen" 
the variables being reed arc pulse, and SA02. and which sors, thereby receiving the data information re, 
we set torah in the text above. The character idrntiFca- quested by the external process request, and 
tion ere designated as R and 5, respectively . Finally the wherein the date information received is in a p`ode 
example above provides an example of decoding the 30 GneE forvut, and in any syntax; and 
variables received from the sensor. At should 6c readily mans for transmitting the dam information amR" 
apparrnt upon a close study of the caample. an operator sled by the individual sencon to a predetermined 
may only be required w enter as little u ten lines of dstinattion. 
programming in order to complctr a foreign sensor x A software oigine as cltimedin claim 1 and 
drives as appropriate for the main modules 33 wherein the object type includes mailbox, timer, and 

Therefore the method for interpreting variable pro- keybwrd objects, and wherein the software arsine 
duck by a sensor and which communicate by mean of include predetermined processes which correspond 
serial a analog protocol can 6e employed N a ode with the mailbox, time, and keybwrd objects. 
variety of operative enviionmrnts, and can be manufrc- 3. A software mama as claimed in claim 2 and 
[urod and purchased of moderate cost when compared 60 whnein the mailbox process induda, 
with cabled prior art software devices, is dilferrnt yen- means for initiating communications; with the cater. 
eors having different communications parameters and ml grows; 
which further is highly efficient in operation and re- menu for determining the characteristics of the 
ducts to an absolute minimum the problems associated drive employed by the smear; 
with the assimilation of clinical information from di " 65 mans for overflying and updating the predetermined 
vane sources and which ire designed for substantially adaptable driver format to substantially correspond 
identical purposes . to the characteristics of the sensor ; 

Although the invention has been herein shown and meant for polling or listening to the senwr thereby 
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30 
receiving the data information requested ; mans for providing a polling timer interval for [he 

means for decoding the variable requested by the sensor; 
external process; means for rntering a liming delay interval for the 

mans for transmitting the decoded information to a polling timer and which is operable to delay the 
predetermined destination directed by the external S polling requests to the sen&or : 
process, and mains for providing a baud rate and parity for the 

means for resuming to the object queue loop. sensor being polled ; 
4. The software engine as claimed in claim 2 and means for providing the none of the language which 

wherein the timer process includes a polling timer pro- is employed by the tensor; 
cev and a dairy timer process. 10 means (or entering the type of senior device bang 
S. A wflware engine as claimed in claim 4 and polled ; 

wherein the polling timer process include, means for determining whether the sensor can be 
mama for starting the polling timer; polled, or listened to, and providing instructions as 
means for determining the characteristics of the appropriate; 

driver associated with the polling request; 35 means for providing special communication inatruc-
mems fm executing the first polling request received tines to the sensor, if necessary; 

from the eternal process; means for entering the number of polling requests 
mans fm actuating a delay [veer; which must be completed to ensure receipt of X11 
means for transmitting the information received from the data information from the scrusior; 

the first polling request to a predetermined destines- 20 means (or providing the variables which lie to be 
lion which corresponds to the external process lead from the sensor; and 
request upon deactivation of the delay timer; and means for decoding the variably received from the 

means for resuming to the object queue loop . sensor and delivering sane to a predetermined 
6. A software engine u claimed in slum 4 and destination. 

wherein the delay timer process includes, is 11 . A software engine u claimed m clam 10 and 
mean: for determining if conditions for polling the wherein the means for providing special communica-
unsor have been met; sloes instructions includes, 

means for continuing communication with the sensor ; mans for initialization of the tenwr being polled ; 
tunas for transmitting the information received from mama for establishing communication with the aen-

the sensor to a predetermined destination; and 30 sor being polled; and 
means for returning to the object queue loop . means for polling the tensor a predetermined number 
7. A software engine as claimed in slum 3 and of rimes to receive all the data information pro-

wherein the keyboard process includes a status process, duced by sane. 
and a keyboard interaction protest and wherein [he ]2, q software engine as clamed in claim 11 and 
sinus protest includes, 33 wherein the means for providing the variables which 
means for determining the type o! input or driver ; are to 6e red from the sensor include, 
means for selecting an appropriate dale format which means for providing the number of variables which 
corresponds with the type of input or driver ; ire to be mad from the senesce; and 

means for displaying the given data form[ for the mew for identifying the variables which lie to be 
given input or driver ; and 40 read from the sensor. 

means for returning to the object queue loop . 13. A software engine for interpreting data informs-
S. A software engine u clamed in claim 7 and tiara which include variables produced by a plurality of 

wherein the keyboard interaction process includes . Benson which communicate by mans of aerial, analog 
meet for determining the type of request from a user or lout vu network protocols, and wherein the soft-

as an external process; 43 ware engine operates at non time, in combination with 
means for identifying the type of driver which were- an operating system, to execute the nM--y memory 
sponds to the user request; and/or diet management functions ouch that the mft-

mesns for loading a driver code overlay which were- ware engine can operate, the software engine compris-
sponds with the type of driver identified ; ing: 

means for requesting a direction and forma for the SO means for interpreting an external process regent for 
output ; and data information from the sensors and wherein the 

means for returning to the object queue loop. external proven request is an independently no-
9. A method es claimed in slum Z and wherein the cuublc software prom which rum dmWn" 

tunes for overlaying the predetermined adaptable neously and independently with respect to the 
driver includes, 33 software engine, and which further has an opent-
means for loading she adaptable driver ; ing system interlace module which executes the 
means for ascertaining the communication paramo- necessary memory and diet management fluicticiris 

Hers of the sensor, and such that the software rngine can openlq the soft-
means for modifying the predetermined adaptable ware engine otherwise being opentina system in-

driver with the variables which substantially were- 60 dependent. and wherein the independently esecyl_ 
spond with the variables requested by the external able software program include a piece of wflwve 
process and which correspond with the senwr code which generates a meuge in a pteAeler-
being polled . mined (cruet requesting from the qftwue engine 

10. A software engine as claimed in claim 2 and the delivery of data which is in a predetermined 
wherein the means for overlaying the predetermined 6! formal and syntax, and wherein the interpreting 
adaptable driver includes, mans includes a module disposed in data receiving 
means for entering the name of the adaptable driver relation rcUtive to the external process rogues[, 

formal ; and which is operable to initiate an objet[ queue 
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executes a plurality of commends which can be 
requested by an operator, and wherein Rn operator 
issues commands through the library function re-
garding the particular remote censor from which 

3 date information is requested; 
a main module including on operating system inter. 

face module, end wherein the operating system 
interface mod We is operating system dependent. 
end disposed in dro receiving relation relative to 

to the library function, and wherein the main module 
includes a memory which stores a plurality of driv-
en which arc operable to interpret the external 
process request (a information, end wherein the 
library function transmits we external process re- 

15 q,e~rt (or information and converts this external 
process request into a foimet which is understood 
by the main module. gad wherein we main module 
is operable upon she request of the external pro 
deft. b determine whether an appropriate Opera4 

30 ing system is present to execute the necessary mem-
ory and that maaagemrnt functions inch that the 
software rngine cam, operate but which is otherwise 
operating system independent, create a mailbox 
through which data information is exchanged with 

33 the external process, end initiate an object queue 
loop which ideotilia predetermined abject types. 
rod wherein the main module initiates a process 
unique to each of the object types, gad the yrtieu-
Iv remora sensor requested by the external pro- 

30 
means for overlaying a predetermined adoptable 

driver which, when adjusted in a predetermined 
fashion by employing specific functions of the op-
erating system, corresponds to the characteristics 

35 of the particular sensor, end wherein the adaptable 
drier called up from the memory of the main 
module and overlayed includes a diver skeleton 
which has a decoding vd, end wherein the driver 
skeleton may be adjusted by an operator, end the 

b decoding area employed to decode the variables 
produced by the particular remote aenaor, the op 
entor supplying inlormarion to the driver skeleton 
which include, 

a name for the adaptable driver; 
43 a polling timer interval for the particular sensolr; 

" timing delay interval which is provided to the main 
module end which determines the time interval 
with which the main module must return w the 
particular sensor to receive X11 the dam requested 

so by the external proem, 
a baud rate, end parity, for we particular tensor being 

polled by way of aerial communications ; 
" name of the language which is employed by the 

operator in the decoding arca of the particular 
SS 

the type of sensor being polled or livened to ; 
instructions whether the particular senior an be 

polled or listened to, as appropriate; 
any special communiationvutmctiona w the pa`dc-

60 ular sensor, ac appropriate; 
the number of polling requests which must 6e eom-
ylned to ensure receipt of all data iuformilion 
from the particular seasoln. 

the variables which ire to be read from the particular 
63 K'pWl; and 

the decoding ores, of the driver skeleton and which 
decodes the variables read from the particular sm-
wr; 

37 
loop which identifies different object types includ" 
ing a mailbox through which dam information is 
exchanged with the external process, and a timer 
which regulates the frequency or data exchanges 
with the individual sailors requested by the exter-
nal process, end wherein the module further pro-
cesses the dam exchanges with the individual sell-
son; 

means for overlaying a predetermined adapmble 
driver which, when adjusted in a predetermined 
fashion 6y employing specific functions o! the op-
erating system, corresponds to the data chencteris-
tid of the individual sensors, end wherein the pre-
determined adaptable driver to 6e overlayed in-
cludes a driver skeleton which his a decoding area, 
end wherein " operator, prior to overlying the 
predetermined adaptable driver, supplies data to 
the driver skeleton which includes, 
" name for the adaptable driver ; 
a polling lima interval for the individual saisors; 
a timing delay interval which is provided to the 

module and which Bnermines the time interval 
with which the module must return to the indi-
vidual sensors to receive all the dam requested 
by the external proc,ess; 

a baud role . end parity, for the individual ceneots 
being polled by way of wrist communications ; 

a none o! the language which is employed by the 
individual sensors; 

[he type of sensor device being polled or listened 
to, including serial, uuloB, m local vm net-
works; 

instructions regarding whether the individual sen-
sors call be polled, or listened to; 

any specie) communication instructions to [he indi-
vidual Wilson; 

the number of polling requests which must be com-
pleted to ensure receipt of all the dam informa-
tion from the individual sensor:; 

the variables which ire to be read from the individ" 
nest xenon; and 

the decoding veer of the driver skeleton which 
decodes the variables read from the individual 
scnsors; 

means for polling or listening to the individual em-
son thereby receiving the data information re-
quested by the external process request. and 
wherein the date information received is in a prede-
termined protocol, and in any syntax, end wherein 
the driver decoding uo decodes the variables 
requested by the external process request; and 

mew for routing the variables generated by the 
individual censors, end which love been decoded 
by the driver decoding area . to a predetermined 
destination, or to the requesting external process, u 
appropriate. 

If . A soRware engine which operates in combination 
with a computer having a disk operating system, end 
wherein the software engine is operable to interpret 
variables produced from a plurvity of snore sensors 
which communicates by aerial, malog or taut arm 
network protocols, and wherein an external process 
requests dam in7ornution from selected sensors and the 
software engine directs the requested information to a 
predetermined destination, the software engine corn-
prising: 

a library function which can be accessed from the 
external process, and wherein the library (unction 
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wens !or routing the doroded variables to a prcde- 
terceirted destinrdon, or to she requesting exteroat 
proem, u appropriate . 

33 
means for polling or lictming to the particular se,nsor 

thereby receiving the variables which hive been 
decodes 6y the decoding area of the updated driver 
skeleton; and 
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BRUCE LEHMAN 

Aiterling O/jSnr cnnTis+in+r" of Povnu and r.aerma .l . 

UNTIED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO . : S, lfil , 222 
DATED . November 3, 1992 
INVENTOR(S) Montejo et al . 

It is certified that error appears in the above-4Eentified patent and that said Levers Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below : 

Column 13, line 47, after the numeral 133, 
insert -- .-- ; 

Column 15, line 5, after the numeral 176, 
insert -- .-- ; 

Column 19, line 35, after the numeral 17, 
insert -- .-- ; 

Column 27, line 61, after the words "devices, is" 
insert --highly efficient in operation and is operable 
to facilitate the rapid assimilation of sensor 
information from a variety of-- ; 

Column 28, line 13, delete the word --variable--
and insrt --variables-- . 

Signed and Sealed this 

TAcenty-eighth Day of September, 1993 

Afrtst~ 6,64a 4J4,,501 
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Medical Device Connectivity 

Who We Are 

extensive library of DataCaptor Device Interfaces'" (DDIS), as their connectivity solution . DataCaptor makes 

http://www.capsuletech.com/pgs/company/protil.htm 6/24/2004 

Capsule Technologie 

capsule 

Page 1 of 2 

Capsule Technologie is the world's leading provider of medical device connectivity solutions . The company is 

composed of software and hardware specialists with extensive experience In low-level transport protocols, de 

firmware and advanced software programming . Our technical team focuses exclusively on the challenge of 

integrating data from diverse medical devices-from manufacturers around the world-with clinical and hospil 

information systems . 

What We Provide 

Capsule Technologie's flagship product, DataCaptor'", provides an interface between standalone and/or netw 

medical devices and clinical/hospital information systems . DataCaptor collects, decodes and distributes all [hE 

medical data that is made available at the digital communication port of [he medical device . This generic soft 

solution is available to clinical software vendors, system integrators and device manufacturers, as well as to t 

and other end-users . With built-in support for more than 250 diverse medical devices, DataCaptor includes 1:1 -

largest library of medical device interfaces available . DataCaptor's distributed architecture makes it a highly s 

and flexible way [o interface all network and/or serial devices . Capsule Technologie is I509001 certified and 

DataCaptor is FDA 510(k) cleared . 

Why We Do It 

For application providers, system integrators and device manufacturers alike, creating Interfaces for medical 1 

connectivity is a challenging and resource-hungry activity . Effectively, the best way to attain reliability is for c 

industry players-application providers and device manufacturers alike-to share a common, generic platform 

Capsule Technologie takes advantage of recent advancements in programming technologies enabling the 

development of middleware that is flexible and scalable enough [o become a generic medical device interface 

solution . 

More and more, the world's leading application providers and device manufacturers are choosing DataCaptor, 
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Capsule Technologic Page 2 of 2 

possible to benefit from increased availability, reliability and cost-effectiveness of device connectivity while 1e 

the digital value of medical devices for improved patient care . 
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With built-in support for more than 250 diverse bedside devices, DataCaptor includes the 
largest library of medical device interfaces available anywhere . New DataCaptor Device 
Interfaces, (DDIs) are continuously added to support new versions, models and 
manufacturers around the world . DataCaptor makes it possible to benefit from increased 
availability, reliability and cost-effectiveness of device connectivity while leveraging the 
digital value of medical devices for improved patient care . Capsule Technologie is 1509001 
certified and DataCaptor is US FDA 510(k) cleared and CE certified . 
More and more, leading application providers and device manufacturers are choosing 

DataCaptor. DataCaptor is the universal connectivity solution for : 

1 Clinical Information System providers 

Integrate DataCaptor into your applications to collect data from diverse medical devices . 
DataCaptor can also be used to interface applications to the ADT or lab systems. 

t System Integrators 

Include DataCaptor in your toolset to deliver integration solutions and make full, universal 
device connectivity simpler and more cost effective for you and your clients . 

t medical Device Manufacturers 

Bundle DataCaptor with your products in order to provide data in common and industry-
standard output formats including HL7 and XML . 

t Hospitals & Healthcare providers 

Install DataCaptor and you can seamlessly collect data from virtually any medical device 
and transfer it to your information systems, Excel worksheets or SQL databases . 

~so noni cemrea 
~L,,y~~ C E O aoQC noonr ~me~.wi~wai ' ~uH~ us vaoa a Drug rwminrsvat~a~ 

r~o. mnoos�o r'~'~ FDA 510(k) ciearea 

,~ . ,. . ca~sulk ~ . .. ., ~~, . ., . - .1 :., . ~ .,4 � J 
t;' . . . , . www.capsuletech com 

DataCaptorTM 
NEW version 4.4 

° r. _ . _ . . _ . .' . .... . ~ , . . . 

V 

DataCaptor allows you to connect any medical device to your 

clinical application and collect data in real time. 
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t Generic Connectivity 
Using DataCaptor provides customers with a single connectivity platform 
interfacing devices and systems, such as ADT or lab systems, simultaneously. 

capsules .,._, 
. .I . . .,, www.capsuletech corn < 

DataCaptor'" 

1 Complete Connectivity 
The ever-increasing number and diversity of medical devices on the global 
market makes it difficult to provide data collection interfaces for every model . 
Capsule Technologie offers a comprehensive, universal solution . Check 
www.capsuletech .mmfnr a complete list of supported devices-either [he 
device interface you need is available or Capsule Technologie will develop it . 

~ Tested and Up-to-date Device Interfaces 
For application providers and system integrators, creating interfaces for medical 

device connectivity is a challenging and resource-hungry activity. Manufacturers 
are continuously upgrading medical devices with new functions, making drivers 
obsolete . All of Capsule Technologie's interfaces are rigorously tested before 
release and are updated when device manufacturers upgrade device protocols . 

t Future-proof Connectivity 
New technologies will result in continuous and dramatic changes to customers' 
connectivity needs . DataCaptor is based on an open and disMbuted 
architecture, is easily scalable, and compatible with most networks and 
terminal servers on the market . DataCaptor can interface all types of devices 
that send data, including wireless devices. 

t Certified Solutions 
As regulations move towards certification requirements for all software in the 
critical care area, most CIS providers will need to redo their entire driver 
libraries . Capsule Technologie, an international medical connectivity provider, is 
up-to-date on local regulation issues . DataCaptor has FDA 510(k) clearance, CE 
certification and I50 9001 certification . 

t Automatic Device Identification 
Simply collecting data from devices is not enough ; data needs to be clearly 
assigned to its source. DataCaptor includes Automatic Device Identification 
enabling Plug-and-Play connectivity to medical devices without software 
reconfiguration . Ideal for exchanging devices at the bedside . 
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Cane u1 Technologie - DataCaptor - Medical Device Connectivity 

Medical Device Connectivity 

STEM 

new VeIllisfon 14 
w(th AntvmaNc bevice IdentlRrtinn 

_. ., 

;Attend a Xve oz o r- _amor : .,and 
-- learn about the features 

and functions of the 
most advanced solution 
for medical device 
connectivity . 

~~ Read how Philips, Siemens, Epic and 
b others have used DataCaptor to solve 
their medical device connectivity 
needs +. e~~, . r. . . 

Automatic Device Identifii 
Data Captor now features 
connectivity . + Lerr !9,~ 

E: C I 1 I' 1 I' S The Device Connectivity ±` 
~ Information You Need . )~~ ; loin our mailing list for 

EelipsYS selects DataCaDtor as the ! Get this report, with case ; DataCaptar updates and r 
Universal Device Connectivity engine studies and testimonials, as well as a ~ ' valuable information aboi 
for SunriseXA`- . step-6y-step guide to collecting ~ .' Device Connectivity issue 
-, ; p, c~le, :r i device data . a Fr ,r~ r 11 :1 h :o~ .: 

Nw 7DpOm]90 
1909M Cerdfied C E aox unodv cM.m.nm.i wo,3io(x) ee..a 

CoUyr,9ht~ 2004 CC, . 

http ://www.capsuletech .com/ 6/24/2004 

Page 1 of 1 

Check the library 
supported medic 

COf1llO{1 ;ti:V f"v7 :.-'.CFiC.:c ; :s'.V tC : :'_ fi:LJ `(QltiCNFlit:<3< < :̀pjii 

DataCaptor allows you to collect data from an extensive library of bed 
medical devices in reel time, and access the data in your clinical applu 

4 
01 

14114 4 11 11 
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C'a*+i�lP,TeVhnoloVe - The World Leader in Medical Device Connectivity Page 1 of 1 

capsule Medical Device Connectivity ~- , . . . . .,.o . . 

Innovative device connectivity solutions for the heatbwre industry 

Capsule Terhno;ogie is the Viand Leader in Medical Device Connectivity and offers the largest library of 
device interfaces nn the market vde specialize in device protocols, data transfer, and system integration . 

Whether you are a Clinical Information System Provider, a System Integrator, a Medical Dev,ce 
Manufacture . or a riealthcare provider, there is a solution for you . 

Clinical Information System Providers 

Integrate Data Captor into your CIS and seamlessly access (he largest library of device interfaces 
available on the marks[ 

Learn more 

System Integrators 

Offer your customers complete connectivity to all nevi and legacy devices . Add DaLaCaGtor to your 
toolbox and provide your customers with automated charting of vital signs from medical devices, allowing 
you to complete [he Electronic Patient Record, increase nurse productivity and reduce human error . 

'4 ~ Learn more 

Medical Device Manufacturers 

Provide data in industry standard formats, not just via a proprietary protocol . Add your devices [o the 
Data Captor Device Interface library and bundle a D .staCapter CD-ROM with ail your devices [o provide 
Your Customers with data in XML or NV . 

Learn more 

Healthcare Providers 

Use DataCaptor co facilitate your research projects 6y collecting data from a wide variety of devices and 
sending it to an Excel worksheet, SQL database, or leverage your Clinical Information System by 
extending ics connectivity to all devices present in the unit . 

Learn more 

Clinical Trial Centers 

Collect daia in real time from all your monitors and build a complete and automatic Electronic Patient 
Record system . 

Learn more 
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DataCaptor includes built-in support for more than 250 

diverse medical devices from every major manufacturer . 

New DataCaptor Device Interfaces° (DDIs) are continuously 

added to support new versions, models and manufacturers. 
R. . N. aP;:te r ,.ulc t. 'h in", ::Iwwn.c .r' 4.t .:F..com) c 'rv�r"c: -11-11 011, I:st o~ DV znc sunCor[l^ ouvRM. 

MANUFALIIIRFR DEVIL DEVICE TYPE 

"bEOtt DlagnusGcs OximArix 3 Blood Gas monitor. Oxygen 

Plum %L Infusion Pump 

Plum %U Infusion Pump . Multichannel 

Bard 

sate. 

e.snun 

gear (see vlasys nealMmre) 

Eeckman Coalter Malymr, Laboafpry, Hematology $TKS 

capsui4 . . � . ; . 
. . ,,v .~ . .~www.caPwkteCi .can 

capsul- 
~ .cnuo1 oyia 

.,. 

Medical Devices Supported by DataCaptor 

Updated April 27, 2004 

11911ent (see Philips) 

111aris MeJlul Systems 

AtvM Medical System$ 

Arena Cl 

As¢na Gr 

arena GS 

45ma TiVA 

Arena Gl4 

IMED Gemini PC-1 

IMED Gemini PC 2 

IMED Gemini PC-Zi% 

IMED Gemini PC-9 

NPC TiVA 

IVAC TiVA/10 

IVAC P1000 

IVAC P7000 

IVaC PJ000 

IVPC Po000 

IVPC P6000 

IVAC 77000 

IVPL Signature Edition GOLD 7000 

ti'AC Signature Edition GOLD 7100 

IVAC Signature Edition GOO 7101 

NRC Signature EORion GOO 7130 

NAC Signature Edition GOLD 7131 

IVAC Signature Edition GOLD 7200 

IVAC Signature Edition GOLD 7301 

IVAC Signature Edition GOO 7230 

IVAC Signature EdTan GOLD 7231 

A-1000 015 

A-7000 XP B/5 

CriV W re 

Vigibna 

Fluid Manager/fm mmpuRr 

Infuvan MnO. Syringe 

Infusim Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, Volumetoc 

Infusion Pump 

Infusion Pump, Multichannel 

Infuslan Pump, Multichannel 

Infusion Pump, Muldc,hanne! 

Infusion Pump, SMn9e 

Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, SYhn9e 

Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Infusion Pump, SMn9e 

Infusion Pump, Synnge 

Inluson Pump 

mlusbn Pump 

Infusion Pump 

Infusion Pump 

Infusion Pump 

Infusion Pump, MuMrhannel 

Infusion Pump, Multichannel 

Infusion Pump. Muffl&an.el 

Infusion Pump, Multichannel 

Bispectral Index Monitor 

Bis0ectraI1Mn Monitor 

Oomeler 

Cardiac MmIMrinq System, Non-invasive 

inFu9an Pump 
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DDEVICE TYPE MANLIFACrURIER DEVICE 

Expert Physiological Monttorlng System, Acute care 

Passport 3 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care 

vassport XG Physiological MonitMnq System, Acute Care 

f¢cu[ort Plus Physiological Monitoring System, AN[! Carp 

System 95 Cirpilatnry Assist Unit, Infra-Aortic Balloon 

System 96 Circulatory Asst Unit, Intba-Aordc Balloon 

System 97 ClMlabry Assist Um[, Inba-Aortic Balloon 

System 97e CirtvIaNry Assist Unit . Infra-Aortic Balloon 

System 98 Circulatory Assist Unit, Infra-Aortic Balloon 

System 98X7 CIrWlatury As95t Unl[, Inn Aortic Balloon 

7100 Ventilator, Pnerihesa 

7900 Ventilator, MesNesia 

Modulus CD Ventilator, Anesthesia 

Aestiva Venplatrrr, Me4hesia 

"5/3 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care, Anesthesia 

Capnwnac Ventilation Monitor 

CapnomacUf[ima Ventilation Monitor 

('pbipcap 11 Alm, Gas Monitor 

GNlorap/5 7hKlologiml Monitoring System, Acute Care, Anesthesa 

(S/3 Physiological Monitoring System, /ate Care 

5/5 Physiological Monitonng System, AWE Cam 

5/5 Llghl Physiological Monitoring System, AWE Care 

OSP~700 SAME Tens Oximerer, Puke 

Babybg 800 Veriplaror, Neonatal 

9abylag 8000 SC Vendlamr, Neonatal 

BaEy[hertn 8004 Incubator, Want 

BabyThemi 8010 Inaparor, Inhant 

Capnosa[ Oumehr, Pulse 

Cato Wrtilator, Anesthesia 

Calen Incubator, Inhnf 

C.'rem a Ventilator; Anesthesia 

Oam C Ven[Ilamr, Aresthesia, Physiological Monitoring System 

Cicerp EM Vermlator, Anesthesia 

Eviq Ventilatoi, Intensive Cam 

Evim 2 VenBlata. Intensive Care 

Evict Z Out Ventilaror, Intensive Cam 

Eviq 4 Ventilarbar, Intensive Cam 

Evlb XL vertal", Intensive Cam 

Fatblyy GS Ventilator, Anesthesia 

FabIUSTm Ventila~uqAnesthesla 

Draper 

._ . . . . . . capsvl4 ., . 

bloMlAeux 

Slid (see Viasys HealMCare) 

Cope Cardlovaiii,:Ular 

Colin 

CdtiNOn (see GE Medical) 

Dabscape 

DaW-0hmeEa 

Vltek 120 Analyzer, Lalooratzi-y, Microbiology 

Vi2Y 790 Analyzer, laboratory, Microbiology 

V[ek 3D Analyzer. Laboratory, Microbiology 

Ylek 33 Analyser, Laborstor, Microbiology 

Vitek 60 Analyzer, lstioratorv. Microbidogy 

Vitek tumor Analyze, uabonatory, Microbiology 

Vltek 2 Pnalyiep Latoratory, Microbiology 

Vital Analyser, 1-aboratory, Hematology 

Stockert SiR Heart Lung Bypass unit 

Sto[kprt Compact Mean-Lung Bypass UM[ 

97308 Mart f Blood Pressure, Monpop Non-Invasive 

Bv308 Mark Il Blood Pressure Monitor Non-invasive 

6P308 Mark N Blood Pressure Mominx. Non-invasive 

BPo08 Mark 1 Blood Pressure Monitor, Non invasive 

B7408 Mart II Blood Pessum Monitor, Non-Invasive 

Bv00B Mark III Blood Pressure Monitor, Non-invasive 
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Gambro(see Hospal) 

GE MMiciI Systems CD-TelemehY LAN Cabinet physiological Monitoring Systrm . Gateway 

Dash 1000 Physblogical MoN[orlng System, Acute Cam, Portable 

Dash 7000 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam, Portable 

Dash 4000 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam, Portable 

Dlnamap Pro 100 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

Dinamap 7m 200 Physbloqlrnl Mani[oring System, Ante Care, 

Dlnamap Pro 300 Physiological Monitoring System, Rate Cam 

Dinamap Pro <00 7hYSiobglal Mq~i[arhg System, Acute Cam 

pinama0 ft ProCare 7hYSiologicnl Monitoring System, Pace Cam 

Dinamap Pen Compact Physiological Monitoring System, Acuts Cam 

Eagle Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

Eagle 7000 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

Eagle 4Q00 Physiological Monitoring System, AcUe Cam 

Eagle 4000N Physiological Monitoring System, Neonatal 

Solar 7000 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care 

Solar 8000 Physiological Monitoring System, Acue Cam 

Solar BOOOM 7hysialogiol Monitoring System, Anne Care 

Solar 9500 Physiological Mortaring System, Acute Cam 

Tmmsco0e 7hYSldoqlml Monrcoring System, RNts Cam 

Tamscop¢ 12 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

T2mxope 17c Physidoglol Monltorlng System, Acute Cam 

VICOM-sn SMU 511 Physiologic Monrtonng System, Cardiac Eieohmphysqlogy 

VICOM-,m SMU 610 PthYSioloqlc Monitoring System, Cardiac Elec"hysiolo,y 

VICOM-sm SMU 611 7hYSldoqic Monl[oulng System, Cardiac Elechro,,nnology 

VICRM~sm SMU 612 Fnysidoglc Monitoring System, Cardilac EkttrophysplopY 

VIR1M~sm SMV 630 PhYSidoglc Monitoring System, Cardiac Elettmphysulogy 

VICDM-sm SMU EVO Physiologic Monitoring System, Cardiac Elettrophysldogy 

capsu,l~ 
. . . . ~ . .. w+vw .c~OH+letecRCOm 

Updated And 17, 1009 

MANUFACTURER DEVICE DEVICE TYPE 

Origer, mnPE InNba[a' BODO IpNqSC Incubator, Infant 

Julian Ventilator, nneslhesia 

Narkane0 7B Ventilator, Anesthesia 

NdrkaneG 2C ventilator, Anesthesia 

Narkomed 3 Ventilator, Anesthesia 

Narkamed 4 Ventilator, Anesthesia 

NarkomeE GS ventilator, Anqhesla 

Narkomed 6000 Ventflat, Anesthesia 

pEEG Hecbomo:phaloqraDh 

PhysioRex Vemblator, Anesthesia 

DM 8010 Physiological Mmi[wirg System, Acute ("are, Anes[hetia 

7M 8019 7hYSIOIOqiGI Mopilurng System, Acute Cam, AneSthesisl 

PM 8030 Physiological Monttonnq System, AMe Cart, Anesthesia 

PM BOLO Physiological Monitoring System, Pare Care, Anesthesia 

PM 8050 VsnLilatiorn Monitor 

PM 8060 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care, Are5thi 

Vitn2 Pkysobgical Monitoring System, Acute Care, Anesthesia 

Rimus W.nGaM, Mesthesia 

w Ventilator, Intensive Cam 

Savlna Veriblatc, Intensive Cam 

Sulla BOB V Ventilator, Meschesia 

Ti[us Ventilator. MesNesia 

7aJan Ventilator, MesMesla 

vam.. Gas Monitor 

Vitalgt 1000 Ventilallon Monitor 

ViUlert 2000 Ventilation Monitor 

V7nlert 7000 Verniatoon Monitor 

Fresenlus-V11.1 Ease A wIM CPS 6 MW modules Infusion Contrail, 

Base Intensive with CPS & MVP modules Infusion Data Management System 

Masher TO Infusion FuTO 
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Pmtuml Systems (see Welch Allyn) 

Radiometer ABL 5 Analyzer, lubaatpry, Blood Gas 

ABIL 50 Anal", 1-aborato, Blood Gas 

R9L 500 Analyter, faboratwy, Road Gas 

ABIL 505 Analyzer, -abc,atory. Blood Gas 

ABIL 510 Analyzer, i-al,orato, Blood Gas 

PBL SIO Analpey utacratory. Blood Gas 

AIR 555 Analyzer, Lat,oratarv, Blood Gas 

ABIL SyStCm 6W -abotato, Blood Gas 

,, ; . : . ., , , . capsules 
., w~.~oswet«n.co~, . . 

Updated April 27, zoos 

l4NUFI1CfVPFR DEVICE DEVICE ME 

g,aseyy 3400 Infusion Pump. Syringe 

3500 Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Hamilton Medical Rmadeus ventilator, Intensive Care 

Velar Ventilator, Inten" Cam 

Galileo Ventilator, Interarwe Cam 

Paphael ventilator, intensvve Cam 

HaIllpe (see GE Medical) 

Hewlett Pacbrd (see Phdips) 

pyspal Posma Hemollit. bon Unit 

Infrasonic (see Tyco HealthcSm) 

]Wmson " Johnson Ytros 750 Analyzer, Laboratory, CIInImi Uemls[ry 

NROS 500 Analyser, I-aboratpry, Cllmcnl Chems[ry 

ViVOS 700 Analyzer, laboratory, Uinirsl Chemistry 

VRros 740c Analyser, lnOOraMry. Clinical Chemistry 

vitro . 950 Analyzer, tabomrory. Q~rKai CTemlshy 

YMn EO Analyzer, laboratory, Immunoassay 

7ea;tra HL-20 Heart-wng Bypass Unit 

10onypn AHD 4300 Ventilator, Anesthesia 

0.87 5300 veMlavx, MesMSb 

Kolormon Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care 

Miavmon Physiological Mondonng System, Acute Care 

Hunan. Physiological Mondoong System, Acute Cam 

Supermm physiological Monsanto System, Acute Cam 

lmkmon Ppys,abgtrsl Monttonng System, Acute Cam 

MaIIIncYiadt (see Tyco Healthcare) 

Marquette (see GE Medical) 

Medelec (see Oxford pstrunnrn6) 

NNlmr Puritan lennalt (see Tyco Healthcare) 

XOVemeWy Nko Physiological Monilonng System, Cardiac, Non inyaswe 

Nevartis CompalHandy Infusion Pump, Syringe 

Ortho-OIniol Diagnostics (see Johnson 81d+nson) 

OHOrE InstrvmenK Neurostar M5976 Hectramyog2ph 

Sonlraid FM6 Cardlo[ocograph 

SoniculE FM7 Cardbtxug2ph 

Sonicsld Mender CarAlortacograph 

sommie Tim rabwrocos.nvh 

Philips Medical Systems CMS (Merlin) Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care 

InteIliVUe Physiological Monitoring System, AMm Cam 

Vlddb M7 Physiological Monitoring System, AaRe Care. Portable 

Virkia M4 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care. Portable 

Virklia 24 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care 

YnEe 26 Physiological Monitoring System. Acute Care 

Sores 50 A (M1351A) Grdloromgaph 

Serles501P(M1353R) Cardlohamgmph 

Series SO I% (M1350A) Cartllo4xngmph 

Series 50 XH (M135ae) UNiMnmqaph 

SMes 50 XMO (M1750C) Urdloromqrsph 

Philips Clinical Data Servo Physiological Monitoring System, Gateway 

Plllgent Conned Physiological Monlronng SYStm+ . Gateway 
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StackM (see Cobe CaNiovasW lar) 

Tam. Alyy Verplatar, MesMesla 

Horns VeMllalnr, Intensive Cam 

Tyco HeaIMort N-180 Ozimehq Pulse 
NPB 190 Oxlmetei Pulse 

N76 195 Oximelter, Pulse 

N7B 795 Oylme[er, Pulse 

7700 A Vemillator, Intensive Cam 

7200 AE Venfilator, Intensive Cam 

840 VerRilator, In[nsive Care 

Infant Star Pediatric Ventilator 

Infant Star ISV 500 Pediatric Venblator 

Intent Star ISV 950 PeCia[ric VmOWror 

Infant Star ISV 950+ Pediatric Ventilator 

Viasys Xeelihore gear 1000 Ventilator, Intensive Care 

Bear 1000t?. Ventilator, Intensive Cam 

Bear Cub 750" VenUlator, Inteisive Cam, Neonatal 

9exCub 750psv Ventilator, Irten9ve Cage, Neonatal 

Bird VIP (Stardard) Pediatric Ventilator 

Welch pllyn PmDaq 101 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Care, Portable 

Pmpap 30u Physiological Monttorlng System, Acute Care, Portable 

Pmpaa 106 Physiological Moni[onng System, Acute Cam, Portable 

". ..~ ,i .~ . ~www.cnpwlecech .mm :, , 
t 

. "" . 
- CNpSUI4 

Updated Amr! 27, 2004 

MANUFACTURER DenCE DCVICE TYPE 

IlaOiomeler, cont'd ABC System 610 Apalyzec, Laboratory, Blood Gas 

nBt System 620 Analyser, 1-abonnony, Blood Gas 

ABC 725 Anah,r~, Laboratory, Blood Gas 

ABC 735 Analyzff, Laboratory, Blood Gas 

BPH 5 Analyser, Caboratury, Blood Gas 

EML ICO Maly:ec Caticratory, Blood Gas 

Racha DiagnmUa Hitachi 917 Awly:er, le0aahorv, Immunoassay 

Elesys 3010 Analyser, labo2lnry, Immunoassay 

Fle¢ys ]010 analnv, laboratory, Immunoassay 

SiemMS SC5000 Physiological Monitoring System, A¢vte Cam 

SCb000 Physiabgiyl Monitoring System, Acurte Cam 

SC6D02 Physiological Monkoring System, Acute Cam 

SC6002%L 7hysiobgical Monitoring System, "4Re Care 

Sq000 Physiological Monitoring System, RcUle Care 

SCB000 Physiological Monitoring System, AWte Cam 

SC9000 Physiological Monitoring System, AMe Car, 

SC50W%L Physiological Monlrorlng System, Acute Cam 

Servo 300 Ventilator, Intenslya Cam 

Servo 900 CID VenNatrrt, InlensNe Care 

Smog Ventilator, Intensive Cam 

Slrecust 960 physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

Slrecvst 961 PpySiologicdl Monitoring System, Acum Cam 

Sirttust 1380 Physiological Monttorlng System, AMe Care 

9rRV4 1201 Physiological nom[«ing System, Acute Care 

Sigma Intem~fion~l Sigma 8000 Infusion Pump 

Spocelabs PCl Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

PC2 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

UItraNew 1700 Physiological Monitoring System, Acute Cam 

UttmWew 1500 Physiological Monitoring System, FMe Cam 

Ulhaview, 1050 Physiological Mcniltonng System, Acute am 

UnWersal Clinical Nbrk4aCm Physiological MonKa7ng System . /cute Cam 

PCMS Gateway (Spamga[e) PhyslologiUl Manitplnq System, Gateway 

URmview Gateway Physiological Monitoring System, Gateway 
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The Automatic Device Identification feature of Da[aCap[or has been extended to support hardware 
detection for any device in the DataCaptor DDT Library . This feature relies on a specialized 
hardwire component called a Device ID Module . Using [he new Device 2D Manager, users can 
program Device ID Modules [o identify specific devices . To enable Automatic Device Detection . 
Simply plug a device with its Device 1D Module into the concentrator or semi port . This will trigger 
instant recognition of the device and startup of the associated DIN . Unplugging the device and 
plugging a different one (with an associated Device ID Module) will cause the SDI corresponding to 

6/24/2004 http ://www.capsuletech .tom/pgslproducts/overview .htm 
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CG~$L1ha - Medical Device Connectivity 
~HIN"I.! 

Easy device connectivity is here at last! 

Da[aCapror is a data acUUisition and dutfbuCion software enabling you to Collect data from all types of 
medical devices and use it in your clinical application . 

DataCaptor , .4 has built-in support for mere than 250 diverse medical devices and includes 

'-UfJ"r~'~ many new features and enhancements . The qataCaptor Diagnostics package gives you the 
ability to troubleshoot different points in the data collection process . The new Da[aPOrtal and DMMServer 

Add-Ins allow you to connect to information systems using sockets and to customize the quantity and 
identification of data you collect . 

On this page : 

_f, About DataCaptor 
4; What's New in DataCaptor 4.4 
+ ; DataCaptor Architecture 

About DataCaptor 

DataCaptor is a software-only data acquisition tool that runs on Windows N74 SV6 . 2000 SP7, XP SPl and 
Server 2003 systems, and sends data to clinical applications . The architecture-based on [he Distributed 
Component Object Model (DCOM)-is highly scalable and modular . DataCap[or's easy-to-use graphical 
user interface makes it simple :u configure and connect medical devices to your clinical application . 

DataCaptor collects all variable data from bedside medical devices through any type of communication 
hardware or through a direct connection to a bedside computer . DataCaptor retrieves and delivers real-
time data from more than 250 different medical devices . pataCaptor facilitates software creation by 
merging data flows and creating a common protocol for many different data sources, thus optimizing 
software development and application management . 

What's New in DataCaptor 4.4 

DataCaptor 4 .4 provides new and enhanced features, including : 

Remote DataCaptor Device Interface (DDI) Start and Stop Functionality 

U, taCaUtnr 3.= allows the client to start or stop a DUI remotely, without the use of the DataCaptor 
control panel . 

Automatic Device Identification / Plug-and-Unplug Functionality 
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Windows XP/NTI20001Server 2003 computer 

CL1MiCAl APPLICATION 

DAM rocNwe Event 

Qwry rtau 

Get dam 

sE~. OAtACAPTOR w+t 

. .. . . .. . ::.r~.w ` 

Monitor 

<=` t~ : ~ 

ventilator 

corresponds to a communication ; tape such as serial, E,herne ;, or proprietary r.e :v+ork . 

http : //www.capsuletech.com/pgs/products/overview . htm 6/24!2004 
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the newly plugged devise to be started, without any changes to DataCaptor's configuration . 

Chart on Change Data Management Module (DMM) 

'."he Chart on Change DP1M allows for all values of monitored variables of a device to be -sent co the 
client application only ".vhen one or more value of hose monitored variables has changed . 

Data Sampling DMM Improvements 

The DataSampling Dhtl^ has beer. completely redesigned and rewriter, [c provide significant 
performance gains and to provide consistency to the common DF1MS user interface for easier 
configuration and use . 

The GataSampling DMH szmplcs data received from DataCaOtor and .Sends it to the client 
application at regular intervals . This Df"IF4 enables : 
" The lien! application to receive all data provided by Data Captor grouped at regular intervals ; 
" Sampling based on last value, average value and other criteria ; 
" The ability to stop other DP1Fis from continuously processing Bata ii the client application does not 
request a real-time data stream, thus reducing the CPU usage needed to process the device's data . 

DMMAdmin Expert Mode 

Dt-0hlAdmin provides a new expert mode in the user interface . The expert made displays 

information such as the events sent from DMMServer, the diem. s;atu~. end client statistics . 

DataCaptor Architecture Improvements 

Architectural improvements include a new connection from DataPer;al to DataCapmr without a 
intermediary connection to UMMServer. This setting can be made on .. per-data source basis, giving 

more flexibility for the configuration of production environments [hat concentrate Several data 

sources in one Da[aPortal access . 

DataCaptor Architecture 

DataCaptor Communication Servers (DCS) control physical device ports . Each DCS module 
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Additional DataCaptor Resources : 

ii! Case Studies & Testimonials 

a DataCaptor Information Sheet 

ii Contact Capsule Technologie 

j-)': Request a Demo 

I~lLibrary of Supported Devices 

I-) ! Medical Device Connectivity Report 

'41 Automatic Device Detection 

%ij DataCaptor Solutions 

~rpyrx~hl R=~O'.' 

http ://www.capsuletech.com/pgs/products/overview .htm 6/24/2004 

__['anwle 'rgc_1mologie Page 3 of 3 

DataCaptor Device Interfaces (DDI) manage communications With medical devices. Each DDI 

module interprets and utilizes the device protocol, managing low-level communications via the 
DCS . 

DataCaptor Data Management Unit receives the data acquired by each DDI and transmits it to the 

DataCap[or ActiveX Control . 

DataCaptor ActiveX Control, the pro,rammers' interface to Data Captor, acts as a data source . After 

receiving data from the Data Management Unit (either local or remote), the control makes it 
available to the calling application . 

DataCaptor Service oversees the whsle system, loading and mgtroliirg the modules and correcting 

any errors, ensuring proper functioning . 
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Gopyrigii! ,p0 : 

http ://www.capsuletech .com/pgs/products/system .htm 6/24/2004 

capsule Medical Device Connectivity 

., 

Data Captor System Interlaces, or DSIS, are modular components of DataCaptor that allow information 
systems [o collect data from any disparate applications . Data from laboratory, admission, discharge and 
transfer, and other apGlkaeions m the hospital can be sent to information systems in industry standard 
formats such as XMI . and HV . 

DataCaptor System Intr:rFaces ere net currently available for download . If you are interested in interfacing 
to a laboratory, ho;pitai, or clinical system, please contact us for more details . 
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Da[aPortal extends [he functionality of DataGaptor by sending device data to any clinical information 
system regardless of the platform on which it runs . 

http://www.capsuletech .com/pgs/products/data_portal .htm 6/24/2004 
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cC1p$Uha Medical Device Connectivity A"m F_ 

A new way to collect vital patient data 
F !t �r ~~ 

The DataPOrtal Add-In allows you to use data from 

DataCaptor without in[egra[ing [he DCCOntrol (ACUveY 
control) into your program . DataPOrcal collects data from ` - 
DataCapfor and sends d to information systems via sockets . DataPor[al provides access to data from 
DataCaptorwhen~ 

" The information system collecting data via Data Captor does not run on Windows platforms 
" It is more appropriate to collect data from DataCap[or via sockets than via the DCControl . 

How Data Portal works 
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DataPortal receives data from DataCaptor by using [he ActiveX Control . The data is then routed through a 
socket connecGon to send the data on to the host application . DataPortal is used together with DMMServer 
to deliver data that i ; formatted exactly how the host application requires it . 

Connections not originating from DataCap[or can also connect through sockets . Incoming data from socket 

connections can enter DataFUrtal in XF1L or NV. Outbound cenncttions transfer data from DataPortal to 
the host application through the network. Multiple data sources can be i outed to any single outbound 

socket . However, all data that leaves any single socket must be in only one or two available formats : Xh1L 

or HI-7 . 

DataPortal car, be installed on the UataCap[or server or nn another PC on the network . 

i . Download a DataCaptor product information sheet 
Ted; Pot aocum=_rt requires [he ̀ gee Adobe Acrobat Reader 

T Learn more about the benefits of Data Captor 

'~ I Request a demo of the OataCaptor connectivity solution 
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The full GataCaptor product is available a[ no cost for integration into your existing software . In order to 
collect data from devices, you must purchase 'connections", referring to the physical connection to each 

http://www.capsuletech.comipgsiproducts/faqgen .htm 6/24/2004 

Medical Device Connectivity 

Which devices do you support? 

How do I request an interface to a device not currently in your interface library? 

How long does it take to get delivery of a requested DDI? 

What is the pricing structure of Da[aCaptor? 

Who distributes DataCaptor in the United States and Europe? 

What kind of technical support is offered With Data Captor? 

What kind of quality certification do you have? 

Do you sell or recommend hardware for use with DataCap[or? 

Which devices do you support? 

With DataCap[or, you can receive data from all kinds of measuring devices with a data output port We 
support all types of serial and network devices . DataCaptor does not treat DICOht images . See Device 
Interfaces for a complete list . 

How do I request an interface [o a device not currently in your interface library? 

`Ne can write interfaces to any device you need . Just let us know the manufacturer, model and version 
numbers, and vie mill get [he necessary information [o create the new interface and add it to our library . 
Please contact us !or more information . 

How long does it take to get delivery of a requested DDI? 

It takes and average of three months between the day of your initial request and [he delivery date . The 
steps are as follows : firs[, we contact the device manufacturer and review the protocol specifications, [hen 
we develop the DDI and finally we perform our validation procedure . The actual delay i ; largely dependent 
on the aid of the device manufacturer and the avallabillly of ,he machine !or testing purposes 

You will be kept informed of the target delivery date and progress . 

What is the pricing structure of Da[aCaptor? 
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device . For example, if an ICU system is collecting data from 2 HP heart monitors and a Siemens 
respirator, that is equal to 3 connections . Changing a device does not affect the number of connections 
necessary . In the above example, changing one of the HP monitors to a GE monitor would not requre 
purchasing a new connection . The interfaces to these machines are downloadable from our Web site, are 
quality assured and easily installed for immediate use . 

Who distributes DataCaptor in the United States and Europe? 

DataCaptor is conceived [o be downloadable ever :he Internet, thus removino the need for resellers . We 
have direct contact with our clients that are located in several European counties and in the US . 

What kind o/ technical support is offered with DataCaptor? 

Our technical support philosophy is very simple : unlimited . The conception of the. product does not lend 

itself m very many potential problems, but in the case that you do need support, we are willing to do 

everything in our power m help you. Sending an ema11 to suppor[acapsuletech.com will get you an 

immediate response [o your technical questions. Our office is open from 9-6 Monday-Friday GiA7 +1 . Any 

patches or fixes that we make available will be freely downloadahle on our website, and our Offer of 

support extends to those as well . 

What kind of quality certification do you have? 

Capsule Tethnologie is :SO 9001 ~ 
No. 3300051 

90 certified by Moody International. ~, 7SOSppf C,rnfii ~ 
Da[aCaptor and many of its device O p'`~QC r'~°°dYL'amiumA rPl9a~ fDA510(k) deand 

interfaces are FDA 510(k) cleared, with new device interfaces regularly being submitted for clearance . 
Capsule Technulogie is fully committed to delivering total quality product and services . We believe that 
quality control and flexibility are the determining factors to a successful solution . Today, successful 
software providers have all peen able to leverage their core business through intelligent use of third party 
solution providers . 

Do you sell or recommend hardware for use with DataCaptor? 

Capsule Technelogie has certified several hardware options allow your application to fully leverage the USP 
of a mWti-serial port card, a concentrator, a mul[iplexer, an Ethemet port or of course a regular serial 

port . 

For more information about products that can be used with DataCaptor, please see Hardware . 
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Can I control devices with DataCaptor interfaces? 

Supported Platforms - Capsule Technoto9ie will provide technical support for DataCaptor 4 .4 .1 if running 

6/24/2004 http://www.capsuletech.com/pgs/products/faqprod .htm 

capsui- Medical Device Connectivity 
Hl I " 1 

How do I access the data collected by DataCaptor? 

On which operating systems does Data Captor run? 

Is [here a limit [o the number of devices i can interface? 

How long does it take to configure a specific device? 

Can I access my data from a remote location? 

Can I keep my existing drivers? 

15 a connection license good for more than one PC? 

How can I access the data collected by DataCaptor? 

DataCapror is an integration engine that collects data from medical devices and makes them accessible via 
an ActiveX Control . You can use [his control in one o! two ways : 

A. . The AcfiveX Control can 5e integrated into a clinical application that runs on Windows . 
The engineering effort required [o do this depends largely on whether the clinical application 
is already capable of displaying patient trend data . 

B . The Activex Control can also be accessed with ,he DataPOrtal application . This application 
sends the data collected by DataCaptor to clinical applications via sockets, in the case that 
the clinical application is not Windows-haled, or if you prefer not to integrate the ActrveX 
Control directly into the application code . 

On which operating systems does DataCaptor run? 

DataCaptor runs on Windows NT, 2000 end XP operating systems . If DataCaptor is used with DataPOrtal, it 
can send data to non-Windows applications . 

Certified Platforms - DaLaCapior 4 .4 .1 has been thoroughly tested for release aoainst [he following 
Windows platforms : 

" Windows 2000 Server Service Pack 4 - US version 
" Windaxs XP Professional Service Pack 1 - US version 
" Window; Server 2003 - US version 
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on the following Windows platforms : 

" Windows NT4 Service Pack 6 - US version 
" Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2 Release Candidate 1 - US version 
. Windows 20D0 Professional Service Pack 4 - US version 

Picric note [hat support for Windows NT will be retired with the next major or minor release 

of DataCaptor . 

Is there a limit to the number of devices that I can interface? 

No . DataCap[or can interface simultaneously to an unlimited number of devicas . 'he only limits are due to 

the hardware platform that you intend to use for data acquisition . DataCaptor is a low level service and as 

such is extremely- frugal with resources . On a standard PC sold today, you can easily run up to 100 device 

interfaces . 

How long does It take to configure a specific device? 

A few minutes are needed to configure a device . The DataCaptor Control Panel wail guide you through this 
procedure and allow you to change devices on-line . 

Can I access my data from a remote location? 

Yes, thanks [o [he distributed architecture of Data Captor, you can easily access the data from any station 

on your LAN . The same is [rut for [he Internet, DataCapfor will work transparently across any LAN pr WAN 
configuration . 

Can 7 keep my existing drivers? 

DataCaptor can coexist with most existing data acquisition solutions . 

Is a connection license good for more than one PC? 

A connection license can only be used on one PC at a time . Each installation of Data CaOtor will create a 
unique Site Code that is only good for that PC . in the case of changing PCs, you can expert a license from 
one PC to another . 

Can 1 control devices with DataCaptor Interfaces? 

Da[aCaptor does no[ control devices . DataCaptor does fiend requests for data, but it does not send 
commands that affect the device in any way . 
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What is the output format of DataCaptor? 

How ran I access example source code? 

Where can I find a Programmer' : Guide? 

Can I access the data kept in the DataStore? 

Do you have a control for viewing data that can be plugged into an application? 

How often does DataCaptorsend data? 

Can I use my own application to configure device connections? 

How many variables are collected from each device? Are alarms collected? 

Can I get a list of possible variables in my application? 

Can I get a list of commands in my application? 

What is the output format of DataCaptor? 

The Data Captor ActiveX Control outputs data in XML Format . Other output Formats are available by using 

DMMServer. 

How can I access example source code? 

By choosing "Full" at the time of the DataCaptor installation, example Visual Basic programs that use the 
ActiveX Control and [heir soiree cede are installed on your PC . You can find :he application code in the 
Capsule Technnlogie\C)ataCaptor\Example Source directory . This code is only to be used to illustrate how 
[he AcGVeX Control is integrated inie a Visual Basic application - it is not to be used as a clinical 
application . 

if you did not choose `FU ;I" at installation, you can redo the setup and choose "Modify" to add the files that 
you are missing . 

Where can I find a Programmer's Guide? 
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If you did not choose "Full' at installation, you can redo the setup and choose "Modify" to add the files that 
you are missing . 

You may also find a PDF version of the Programmer's Guide on our Nieb cite (See Documentation Library? 

Can I access [he data kept in the Data Store? 

The Data tore is used as a buffer, passing data from the Da[aCaptor CommuNCa[icn Servers on to the 
AcfiveX Control . There are no historic data capabilities today . 

Do you have a control for viewing data that can be plugged into an application? 

At [his time, vie do no( provide charting controls . Your application needs to have [he capacity [u view trend 
data in order to visualize thr_ data Data Captor is transmitting to it . 

How often does DataCaptor send data? 

DataCaptor transmits all parameter, alarm and device status data as often as it is sent by [he device . You 
can determine in your application which variables you want to accept and how often, depending on your 
requirements . 

Can I use my own application to configure device connections? 

With DataCaptor version 4 .2 and below, the Da[aCapior Control Panel is the only way to configure devices . 

How many variables are collected from each device? Are alarms collected? 

DataCap[or collects every variable that is sent by a device - patient demographics, alarms, parameters, 
device status, etc . Alarms are collected for patient charting use, but cannot be used for remote monitoring 
purposes . 

A complete list of variables sent by the device can be found in the device's Help file . (See Documentation 
Library) 

Can I get a list of possible variables in my application? 

The list of variables is sent in the XML message at conned . 

Can I get a list of commands in my application? 

As there are few commands compared to variables, there is no[ a way to receive a list of commands within 
your application . A compete list of commands is available in the devices' Help file . (Sec Documentation 
Library .) 
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I have a message that says I am not authorized to use DataCaptor . Why? 

I am no[ receiving data from Da[aCaptor . What Should I check first? 

When trying to run [he Data Captor Control Panel, I get an error that says a file is missing . Why? 

I have a message that says I am not authorized to use DataCaptor. Why? 

If [his i= the first time you are running Data Captor, this means that you need to authorize your 
copy of the software Open the DataCaptor Control Panel and go into Actions/Authorization . You can 
[hen either choose to run Ga[aCapcor for 3G-days or enter a connection license immediately . 
Contact Capsule Technologie with your Site Code, [o obtain a Site Key for [he number of 
connections you have ordered . 
If you have been i arming the 3D-day trial, your teal period may have expired . Go to 
ActionsJAUthori.ation in [he Data Captor Control Panel, [o verify this . If you have reinstalled the 
software, you may be prompted to start your 3G-day trial again, and [hen receive a message that 
says your trial period has already expired . A trial period is not renewed upon reinstallation . Contact 
Capsule Technologie with your Sire Code, to obtain a Site Key for [he number of connections you 
have ordered . 

3 . If you have deleted or moved any files from the Capsule Technologic\DataCaptor directory, you 
may have corrupted your license . If this is the case, contact Capsule Tedinologie . 

I am not receiving data from DataCaptor . What should I check first? 

Check that : 

1 . Check that the cable is well attached to both the device and the PC, checking all 
intermediary hardware Mat you may be using as welt . 

2 . Be sure ihat the cable matches the cable specifications in the device's Help file . 

3 . Check that [he connection licence is still valid in the Ua[aCaptor Control Panel in 
Actions/FU[hori .-.ation . IC a normal [hat the site key field rliil be blank and you should see 
[he number of connections you are authorized to use . 

; . Check that you have no[ exceeded the number of connections you are authorized . 

5 . Hake sure that you are running the required versions of Windows, Service Pack and 
Internet Explorer . 
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7 . Check that DataGaptor is running by verifying that the icon appears in the system tray . 

B . Verify that you can connect to DataCaptor with XMlDump.exe . 

When trying to run the Data Captor Control Panel, I get an error that says a file is missing . Why? 

] . Vcrtiions 4 .0 and 6eloej : If the file is an .GCX file, double check that you have run the DCOP4 for NT 
and 2000 setup BEFORE the ua[zCaptor setup . If the setups were done .c the wrong order, simply 
repair [he DCOM installation, then repair the DataCaptor installation . 

_ . Other files, such as confiyiib .dll may not "be found" if you are running versions of NT Service Pack 
or Internet Explorer that are inferior to the version specified by [he system requirements . The file is 
not actually missing, but this is [hc error message given by the operating s'y,[ern . If this is the 
case, upgrade the program in question, then repair both the setups used [e install you : version of 
Da[aCaptor . 
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Sample Host AUpiicaUons (V8 App, V6 XPiL App plus source code, Xh1LUump plus source code) 
DCAPI 

Generic Devices 1, 2, 4 . 5, and Monitor 
Diagnostics 
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What are the installation steps? 

What are the systems requirements for DataCaptor and DataPOrtal? 

Do f lose my connection license when 7 reinstall? 

Can 1 use DataCap[or version 3 DDIs with DataCaptor version 4? 

What are the installation steps? 

Da[aCaptor Core software : 

In order to install Data Captor, the installer must have administrative rights on the machine . 

I` a previous version of DaUCop[or is installed on you- machine, the DataCaptor setup will ask you if you 
wish to upgrade your installation. Clicking YES will take you through the normal installation procedure and 
all previous configurations will he saved for use with the upgraded version . 

1 . Run the Core;oRwarePackage .exe . 

2 . Da[aCaptor offers you three types of installations . Select the one that best serves your 
requirements : 

Run-time 
Full 

:: Custom 

When you rur. the CoreSuftwarcPackaye .exe, Install Shield will install Lhe (ollov+ing files onto your system : 

Run-time setup option : 

Support Files 
Microsoft .NET Fromeivork ; .q 

Da[aCaptor 
DataCaplor Conimur,icabon Servers 
Automatic Device Detection 
DataCaptor Aaive.x Control 
Data Captor Help (Online Help, Programmer's Guide, Generic Device Help) 

Full setup option : 
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Run-time setup option : 

Support Files 
Microsoft .NET Framework : .0 

DMM Server 
DMM Administrator 
Data Management Modules : 
Device "type 

Variable and Unit Mapping 
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Custom setup option : 

Allows selecting any of [he above files 

DataCaptor Device Interfaces : 

Device Interfaces may be installed from the Device interface Setup Package, Or from individual setups . 
The Device Interlace Setup includes a custom setup option to choose the interfaces you are interested in 
installing . 

In order to install the Device interface Setup Package, the installer must have administrative lights on the 
machine . 

To install DataCaptor Device Interfaces, run the DDT Setup exe . Individual DDT setups are also available on 
the Capsule Technolo9ie Web site . 

DataCaptor Add-ins : 

DataCaptor Options can be :ns[alled on a DataCaptor computer for a simple configuration, or en other 
network computers for a distributed configuration . If DataPor[al Is used, one or more DI"1h1 servers must he 
installed on the network . To use Diagnostics, DataCaptor and any options that are used must also be 
installed on [he local machine, but not necessarily licensed . 

In order to install the DataCaptor Options Package, the installer must have administrative rights on the 
machine . 

If you are reinstalling the DataCaptor Options Package, make sure that neither OataCaotor Service nor it, 
Options are running . In [he Data Captor Control Panel, click on Stop Service if a previous version of 
DataCaptor is running on ","our machine, aid repeat the process for all other running programs from their 
respective control panels . 

If a previous version of DataCaptor Options is installed on your machine, the DataCaptor setup will ask you 
if you wish to upgrade your installation . Clicking YES will take you through the normal installation 
procedure and all previous configurations will be saved for use with the upgraded version . 

1 . If the options are to be installed with DataCaptor on a computer, first install DataCaptor . 
2 . Run SetupOpBonPackage .exe . 
3 . Select the installation that best serves your needs . The DataCaptor Options Package offers VOL] 

three types of installations : 
,: Run-time 
o Full 

Custom 

When you run the SetupOpfionPackage .exe, Install Shield will install the to!lowing files onto your system 
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Identifier Mapping 
Aperiodic 
Variable Type 
Data Sampling 
Variable Selection 

Unit Translation 
HV (ORU) Translation 
DataCaptcr Help (Online Help, Programmer's Guide, Generic Device Help) 
Samule Host Application tDataChent) 

Full setup option : 

All the above, plus : 
Diagnostics 

Custom setup option : 

Allows selecting any of [hr_ above Files 

What are the system requirements for Da[aCaptor? 

DetaraUtor i<_ designed to use system resources spar:ngly" . Actual reGUiremen[s will vary depending on the 
number of devices connected to each computer as well as various other (actors. 

To run Da[aCaptor and its add-ins, your computer must meet the following requirements : 

" Internet Explorer 6 with Service Pack 1 
" 500 MHz Pentium III processor, 2561,18 RAM 
. The device connections require the appropriate physical connectors . When a direct serial 
connection from the medical device to a PC is used, it is recommended [o use an optical 
isolating device connected to [he serial cable . 

If data is to be analyzed or. remote machines, a network with a throughput equivalent to at least a 10 
Mops Ethernet is- required . .AC:ual network requirements null vary depending on the number of devices 
connected [o each computer . 

DataCaptor runs on Window, N7, 2000 and XP operating systems . If DataCaptcr is used with DataPOrtal, it 
can send date to non-Windows applications . 

Certified Platforms - DataCaptor 4 .4 .1 has been thoroughly tested for release against the following 
Windows platforms : 

" Windows 2uG0 Server Service Pack J - US version 
" Windows ?:P Professional Service Pack 1 - US version 
Windows Server 2063 - US version 

Supposed Platforms - Capsule Technolo9ie will provide technical support for DafaCaptor 4 .4 .1 if running 
on [he Fclla:~inq Windows platforms : 

Windows NT4 Sen" ice Pack 6 - US version 
Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2 Release Candidate 1 - US version 

. Windows 2GG0 Professiona : Service Pack 4 -- US version 
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Do I lose my connection license when I reinstall? 

Your license v+ill not he lost in any of the following cases : 

Uninsfall and reinstall DataCaptor 
Repair of a Da[aCaptor installation 
Modification of a DataCapcor installation to add new components 

If you are in your 30-day trial period, a reinstallation will not disrupt the days remaining for evaluation . 

However, if you delete or move the Czoside Techno!ogie system folder, you v:iil lose your license . 

Can I use DataCaptor version 3 DDis with DataCaptor version 4.x? 

Version 3 DDfs are compaUbie with Data Captor version 4.x . However, version 4 DDIS may only be Used 
with DataCapFOr version 4 and above . 
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Surgical Information Systems Selects Capsule Technologie to Provide Universal Device 

Connectivity for its Perioperative Information System 

Advanced DataCaptor Solution Will Enable Plug-and-Play Connectivity for Operating Room Software to Any 

Bedside Medical Device 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ATLANTA and PARE, February 22, 20G4-Surgic. I Information Systems (S15) and Capsule Technologic 
the leader in medical devdce connectivity Solutions, today announced that SI; will integrate Capsule 
fechnologie's GataCaptor" solution to collect and manage bedside medical device data in the SIS 
perioperative information system . 

The integration of GataCaptor voile allow the SIS surgery management system to quickly and easily collect, 
filter and manage data from an extensive range of bedside medial devices . Capsule 7echnologie's 
Da[aCaptor is a medical device connectivity engine that collects data .`rom more than 250 supported 
medical devices and sends data to a hose clinical information sy<tem . 515 niters heai[hcare providers with 
a comprehensive automated solution for effectively managing [he entire per ioperative case . 

"Integrating the DataCaptor connectivity engine wit allow us to offer our customers instant connectivity to 
an extensive library of bedside monitors, ventilators and infusion pumps, with the ability for Capsule 
Technologic to develop new interfaces as we need them," said Richard L . ]ackson, president and CEO of 
Surgical Information Systems, "UataCaptor was dearly the most complete and advanced solution for 
device connectivity ." The integration of Data Captor allows 515 to provioe a ;angle integrated solution For 
point of care documentation for nursing and anesthesia care givers . 

"The combination of Surgical information Systems number one-ranked perioperative information system 
and the DataCaptor connectivity engine will result in a more comprehensive electronic patient record," said 
Capsule Technologic CEO Amaud Houetle . "Ultimately, collecting and managing data from bedside medial 
devices will help improve patient safely in the OR." 

About Surgical Information Systems 

Surgical Information Systems provides the most cornprehensWe integrated ~W!e of modules focused 
specifically on the GP [o supply clinicians, and administrators with ALL the clinical and financial data relative 
to every surgical case . The system irdudcs modules for case and staff scheduling, materials management, 
rules-based charging, and diniczl documentation (or pre-admission testing (PAT) through post-anesthesia 
care unit (PACII) . Other modules include automated surgeon's operative notes, and 515 PACs, which 
allows secure acrecs [o diagnostic images and videos from anywhere via the Internet . The company's 
StatCom-0.F . is a workllow communications tool [hat tracks the surgery department's most important 
assets - patients, beds, staff and equipment . Together, the system enables healthcare professionals to 
provide the highest quality care at the lowest possible cost . The Surgical Information Systems product 
utilizes an coon architecture and a Idicoso(t (Wasdaq : t45FT) Windows- or Unix-leased operating system 
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About Capsule Technologie 

Capsule Technologie is [he ieorld's leader m Medical Device Connectivity software and solutions . The 
company's flagship product, called Data Captor'", provides an interface between standalone and/or 
networked medical devices and clinical/hospital information systems . GataCap.or digitally collects, decodes 
and distributes all the meAica ; data [ha[ is made available at the digital communication port of medical 
devices from manufacturers around the world . With built-In support for more than 750 diverse medical 
devices, Data Captor includes the largest library of medical device interfaces available . Capsule Technologic 
is I50900 : certified and DaLaCapter )s FDA 530(k) cleared . 

For more information on Capsule Technolcgie, please visit the company", Web site at 

http ://www .capsuletech .com . 

DataCaFtor", 'JataPOrtal°, Dt4h15?rver-" , and Automatic Device Identification"' are trademarks of 

Capsule Technologie. 

For More Information 

Lorin David Kalisky ( brink@capsuletech .com ) 
Marketing & Communications Manager 
Capsule Technologic 
In the U5, call : 1-500-260-553? x39 
In Europe, call +33 (1) 53,34 .14 .12 

Lisa 1laggart / (maggart@ORSOkware .com) 
Manager, Public Relations 
Surgical information Systems 

+1-770-643-5547 
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DataCaptor is designed for you 

With more than 1,000 different bedside devices on the market-moNtors, ventilators, anesthesia 
machines, infusion pumps, blood gas anaiy7ers . dialysis machines and others-trying to develop and 
maintain a complete connectivity solution is an overwhelming [ask . 

Some common challenges faced by CIS providers and system integrators : 

" Your customers need up-to-ddle device drivers forcing you to reallocate valuable 
development resources . 
" Access to dxun-~ented protocols . effective support and test devices from device 
manufacturers is time-consuming and expensive . 
" Drovers regularly become outdated or obsolete requiring that you redevelop !hem open in 
order to maintain Connectivity for yucr installed base . 

The results can be painful (or you and your customers : 

" Long delivery time (or your new drivers . 
" Insufficient ROI of your driver development activities . 
" Customer dissatisfaction when drivers cannot be supplied or become outdated . 

DataCaptor is a solution designed for you . 

Take advantage o! the largest library of device interfaces available on the market and 
refocus valuable development resources on your core business . 

Additional Resources : 

~Learn mere about the benefits of Data Captor 

is Explore the CIS Provider Partnership Agreement 

d'. Request a Demo 

~ ; Read hor+ to purchase DataCaptor connections 
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Providing a Completely 
Irttegra#ad O.R. 
Information System 

Contact usto.request more in_for_maion 

U in Technol~.gy_to 
Qppmlze Sur°ICaI gevgn_ .u_es 

Learn about ou_r 
GO ranteed ROlRroaram 

http://www.orsoftware.comi 6/24/2004 

About SIS Hospital 
Softwa re 

Surgical Information Systems 
offers hospital surgery software 
that captures clinical, medical and 
financial data on every patient 
even[ from surgery scheduling 
through transcription of the 
surgical report . 
Learn more 

SIS Products 

Scheduling Reporting StatCOm 
Rules-Based 0 . R . 

Nursing Chiming Surgeon's 
Anesthesia SISWeb Notes --- Staff 
Inventory Scheduling 

What's New 

Surgical I_n(ormation Systems 
Doubles Customer Base, 
Reachef,2O_O;h Hos~al 
Milestone 

5ur_qica1Xnf(krmafion Systems 
Launches New-Alert System 

Surgical Information Systems 
Selects mule Technolio ie to 
Provide Universal Device 
Connectivity 
RerjqpeLatlve Informat ion 
System 

Show Me the Money. 
Usiny_T_e_chnology . to Optmize 
Surgical Revenues 

r [" 

Spanning the Entire 
PeNoperaNve 
Continuum 

Learn more ab_oyt pr2&-cl:Mrom 5I5 
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SIS publishes a free surgery 
journal and medical newsletter 
called The Cutting Edge, which 
offers the latest healthcare news 
and strategies of interest to 
perioperative professionals and 
others within the operating room 
environment . 
Subscribe . today 

Copyright m 1999-2004 Surgical Information Systems 
3650 Mansell Road, Suite 300, Alpharetta, GA 30022 USA 

1-800-866-0656 
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Testimonials 

"The system improved patient 
care, and even paid for itself 
within 9 months!" 

Dr. Sarr~uaJ_MahdHev 
Former Medical Director of 
Perioperatlve Services, 1997 -
2003 
Duke University Medical Center 
Durham, NC 

Read more testimonials 

Stay on "The Cutting 
Edge" 

Home I P-od_ucts I Services I News I Newsletter / Resources I Contact Us / Site.MaQ I Careers 
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Contact: Lisa Maggart 
770-643-5547 

"The combination of Surgical Information Systems' number one-
ranked perioperative information system and the DataCaptor 
connectivity engine will result in a more comprehensive electronic 
patient record," said Capsule Technologie CEO Arnaud Houette. 
"Ultimately, collecting and managing data from bedside medial 
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Company News 
Press Releases 

For Immediate Release 
February 22, 2004 

Surgical Information Systems Selects Capsule 
Technologie to Provide Universal Device 
Connectivity for its Perioperative Information 
System 

Advanced DataCaptor Solution Will Enable Plug-and-Play 
Connectivity for Operating Roam Software to Any Bedside Medical 
Device 

ATLANTA and PARIS, February 22, 2004-Surgical Information 
Systems ISIS) and Capsule Technologie, the leader in medical 
device connectivity solutions, today announced that SIS will 
integrate Capsule Technologie's DataCaptorTM solution to collect 
and manage bedside medical device data in the SIS perioperative 
information system . 

The integration of DataCaptor will allow the SIS surgery 
management system to quickly and easily collect, filter and 
manage data from an extensive range of bedside medical devices. 
Capsule Technologie's DataCaptor is a medical device connectivity 
engine that collects data from more than 240 supported medical 
devices and sends data to a host clinical information system . SIS 
offers healthcare providers with a comprehensive automated 
solution for effectively managing the entire perioperative case . 

"Integrating the DataCaptor connectivity engine will allow us to 
offer our customers instant connectivity to an extensive library of 
bedside monitors, ventilators and infusion pumps, with the ability 
for Capsule Technologie to develop new interfaces as we need 
them," said Richard L. Jackson, president and CEO of Surgical 
Information Systems. "DataCaptor was clearly the most complete 
and advanced solution for device connectivity ." The integration of 
Data Captor allows SIS to provide a single integrated solution for 
point of care documentation for nursing and anesthesia care 
givers . 
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devices will help improve patient safety in the OR." 

About Surgical Information Systems 

Surgical Information Systems provides the most comprehensive 
integrated suite of modules focused specifically on the OR to 
supply clinicians and administrators with ALL the clinical and 
financial data relative to every surgical case. The system includes 
modules for case and staff scheduling, materials management, 
rules-based charging, and clinical documentation for pre-admission 
testing (PAT) through post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) . Other 
modules include automated surgeon's operative notes, and SIS 
PACS, which allows secure access to diagnostic images and 
videos from anywhere via the Internet . The company's StatCom-
O.R . is a workflow communications tool that tracks the surgery 
departments most important assets - patients, beds, staff and 
equipment. Together, the system enables healthcare professionals 
to provide the highest quality care at the lowest possible cost . The 
Surgical Information Systems product utilizes an open architecture 
and a Microsoft (Nasdaq: MSFT) Windows- or Unix-based 
operating system that is tied into an Oracle (Nasdaq : ORCL) 
database . Visit the company's Web site at 
http:/Iwvna.ORsof(ware.com . 

About Capsule Technologie 

Capsule Technologie is the world's leader in Medical Device 
Connectivity software and solutions. The company's flagship 
product, called DataCaptor'"', provides an interface between 
standalone and/or networked medical devices and clinical/hospital 
information systems. DataCaptor digitally collects, decodes and 
distributes all the medical data that is made available at the digital 
communication port of medical devices from manufacturers around 
the world. With built-in support for more than 240 diverse medical 
devices, DalaCaptor includes the largest library of medical device 
interfaces available. Capsule Technologie is IS09001 certified and 
DataCaptor is FDA 510(k) cleared. For more information on 
Capsule Technologie, please visit the company's Web site at 
httV.llwww,capsuletech .com . DataCaptorTM, DataPortal'TM, 
DMMServerT"', and Automatic Device Identification T"' are 
trademarks of Capsule Technologie. 

Contact : 

Lisa Maggart I maggart @o_rsoflware.co_m 
Manager of Public Relations 
Surgical Information Systems 
770-643-5547 

Richard L. Jackson, President and CEO 
Surgical Information Systems 
770-643-5605 
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